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Editor
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Eric Herman — 949.494-4533
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We may be well into our ninth year of publication, but I’m still amazed and
often amused by the ways that some people choose to describe WaterShapes.
I’ve heard some armchair critics, for instance, dismiss us “a pool magazine
that covers ponds,”“a pond magazine that covers pools” or “a fountain magazine with some stuff on streams.” Pithiest of all, I was once told the magazine is
an “aquatic boutique for rich people.”
When confronted with such odd and entertaining mischaracterizations of the magazine’s all-inclusive approach (and once I get past the literal urge scratch my head),
I often counter that WaterShapes treats water as an artistic medium and all forms of
watershaping as ways of exploring its creative potential. I’m not always confident this
statement clears away the haze, but it sounds dignified and, when you boil it down,
it relates directly to the magazine’s basic mission of dealing with water as art.
After all these years, however, there is one misguided description of the magazine
that truly bothers me, and it comes from those who describe WaterShapes as being
for “high-end people who only do projects that are extremely expensive.” This is simply wrong, and it’s reached a point where I’ve become bolder in bluntly saying so.
Although projects featured in the magazine often come with big price tags, I
see this abuse of the term “high-end” as a tragically limited way of looking at the
work we profile in these pages. Fact is, we’re often approached by would-be contributors looking to publish stories about projects they consider “outstanding”
mostly because they cost someone a fortune. While many are good examples of
quality watershaping, there are also a significant number of these submissions that
fail to reflect quality of design, quality of execution or overall aesthetic appeal.
In other words, just because something is big, complex and costly doesn’t mean
it forwards the magazine’s ongoing discussion of great watershaping or merits publication. In that context, we prefer to associate with terms far more potent than
“high-end,” including “creative,”“innovative,”“pioneering,”“elegant,”“appropriate,”“artistic,”“well-built” and “finely detailed.”
We embrace these terms not only because they describe our magazine’s ambitions accurately, but also (and more important) because they capture the true value of watershaping at its finest.
LLL
For years, many of our contributors have approached the subject of landscape
and watershape lighting as an area of steadily increasing importance.
Indeed, it’s a subject that almost certainly deserves more attention than it’s received from us through the years, which is why I’m happy to shine a spotlight on
the first of what will be many articles to be provided to us by lighting designer Mike
Gambino.
Starting on page 44 of this issue, you’ll find “Night Eyes,” an introductory discussion in which Mike uses a recent project to define and illustrate his approach to
designing systems that enliven landscapes and watershapes after the sun goes down.
In a marketplace that’s increasingly about “the total outdoor environment,” this is
valuable information – quite illuminating!
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Robert Vaughn is owner and president of
EarthwerX in Cartersville, Ga. A specialist in
naturalistic ponds, streams and waterfalls, he
founded the firm three years ago to meet the
needs of residential clients in the Atlanta metropolitan area. He served in the U.S. Marine
Corps from 1971 to 1973, after which he
earned a degree in aeronautical engineering
from the Detroit Institute of Aeronautics and
worked for 15 years as a commercial airline
pilot. He subsequently entered the watershaping business and worked for another local
firm for about 17 years before starting his
own company in 2004.

Michael Gambino owns and operates
Gambino Landscape Lighting in Simi Valley,
Calif. A graduate of Adelphi University with a
bachelor’s degree in business administration, he
has been a California-licensed landscape contractor since 1990. In 1995, he began specializing in high-performance low-voltage landscape
lighting systems that he designed and built to
last by himself. For more information, visit his
web site: www.gambinolighting.com.
Mark Holden is a landscape architect, contractor, writer and educator specializing in watershapes and their environments. He has been de-
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Interested in writing for WaterShapes on design, engineering or
construction topics? Contact Eric Herman at (949) 494-4533!

signing and building watershapes for more than
15 years and currently owns several companies,
including Fullerton, Calif.-based Holdenwater,
which focuses on his passion for water. His own
businesses combine his interests in architecture
and construction, and he believes firmly that it is
important to restore the age of Master Builders
and thereby elevate the standards in both trades.
One way he furthers that goal is as an instructor
for Genesis 3 Design Schools and also as an instructor in landscape architecture at California
State Polytechnic University in Pomona and for
Cal Poly’s Italy Program. He can be reached at
mark@waterarchitecture.com.

Kevin Fleming is a partner with David
Tisherman in Liquid Design of Cherry Hill,
N.J. A 1991 graduate in landscape architecture from West Virginia University, he
worked in residential landscape design, sales
and project management for a New Jersey
landscaping firm from 1991 until 1998, when
he started the company’s swimming pool division and, in 2001, a new division aimed at
providing design/build services for custom,
high-end residential watershapes. Fleming
is a Platinum member of the Genesis 3
Design Group and is an instructor in its design-education programs.
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aqua culture
By Brian Van Bower

Witnessing Transitions

Change takes courage and
a strength that only comes
comfortably with information
and planning and a willingness
to take measured risks.

sen game at whatever level we manage to play it.
Beyond that, however, I think that our own
industry is an enabling spirit in the self-deception, basically because, as an industry, we’re not
clear about three basic things:
• First, a great number of watershapers don’t
know what quality work really is, as evidenced
by the fact that design- and construction-deficient projects are still being produced every single day.
• Second, most of those same people don’t understand the nature of today’s market or understand the dynamic ways in which it has been
changing in recent years.
• Third, and perhaps most important, too few
watershapers recognize what it really takes to redefine the nature of their businesses in more positive directions.

what’s the difference?

F

or all the talk about watershapers who, on one extreme, pursue highquality, truly custom projects and those on the other who live in a lowend, cookie-cutter realm, I must say that I’ve yet to run into anyone from the
fringes of the latter camp who’s stepped forward to say, “Yes, our company
crawls in the dirt to win jobs based purely on price, and it’s only possible because we deliberately do substandard work.”
Quite to the contrary, people in the watershaping business at all levels will
tell you that they’re in business to provide a quality end product that delivers
real value to clients whether the average cost of their output is $30,000 or
$130,000. And in the vast majority of cases, even those on the lower-cost end
of the spectrum truly believe what they say.
For my part, I’ve always seen that claim to quality in cookie-cutter work as
disingenuous at best and delusional at worst, but I’ve always chalked it up to
human nature: All of us want or need to believe we’re at the top of our cho-
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I hear about this polarity between top-flight,
custom watershaping and lower-end, cookiecutter operations all the time – and I’m actually encouraged by the frequency of these discussions, because it tells me that there are lots of
people out there who now recognize the benefits of raising the proverbial bar and are aware
that doing so goes way beyond simply paying lip
service to doing better.
But there’s no pretty way to say it: There are
still numerous companies out there that do
nothing but compete on price. Although it’s
important to remember that price alone will
never be the sole factor determining the difference between good and bad, the disparities
observed between outcomes produced by lowbid operators compared to those who focus on
real value and quality at a fair price point to a
problem with perception.
Recently, for example, I looked over a proposal
for a friend who’s looking to buy a nice but un-
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exceptional pool/spa combination. The
bid was developed by a contractor I know
who professes to want to do a quality job;
without going into details, the price came
in at a stunning $35,000. And I say stunning because my projects of similar scope
and extent – true apples to apples stuff for
purposes of comparison – come in with
price tags several times that high. Indeed,

one I’m thinking of just came in at four
times that price.
That’s an extraordinary difference,
and while I certainly can imagine similar projects being installed for less than
what I’m seeing in my own business,
when anyone sees that sort of mindboggling disparity, it begs the question:
What are the differences?

Even if you consider measurable differentiation in equipment choices, finish
materials and other features, the gap is
too great for the low bidder to avoid significant compromises. And what amazes
me most is that I’m certain my friend
could have found someone in that particular market who would’ve been willing to do the job for even less!
Obviously, the low bidder will be working with a design template and off-theshelf engineering – but that still doesn’t
explain the disparity. Fact is, every single
element of the project will have to be
cheapened or downgraded in some way
to make the equations work, and that includes everything from structural steel,
plumbing and the shell to project management and on-site job performance.
The truth of the matter is, when you
have one person offering a supposedly
similar level of work for a fraction of the
cost of someone who is manifestly working at a higher level, it’s safe to conclude
that, in some way, the low bidder lacks a
clear sense of what quality construction
is all about and has no choice other than
to misrepresent the quality of their work
on some level or other to get the job.

necessary evils
When confronted by pricing chasms as
deep as the one my friend faced, I have on
occasion had candid conversations with
the low-bid watershapers just to find out
what they’re thinking. As mentioned
above, they’ll never come out and say
they’re producing an inferior product,
but they get fairly passionate in saying
they have no real choice other than to
compete primarily on price.
Almost to a person, in fact, they’ve told
me that their local market simply won’t
bear projects that are more expensive –
despite the fact that,in many cases,I know
from personal experience that this is simply not the case and that I know people
in that same market who are pursuing
quality projects and have found clients
willing to pay for them.
This is where the second point listed at
the outset comes into play – that is,awareness of the big, important ways in which
our market is changing.
As I’ve mentioned in several previous
columns, well-to-do clients are not the
Circle 78 on Postage Free Card
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only ones seeking true value these days.
Indeed, I’ll admit to being surprised
sometimes at how people of apparently
modest means have no hesitation about
aiming high when it comes to quality and
what they’re willing to pay to attain it.
I suppose that should be an obvious
point by now,but anecdotal evidence suggests that there are many watershapers
out there who just don’t get the fact that
consumer expectations have been changing through the past few years to the point
where the entire scope of watershaping
has shifted. Increasingly, consumers understand the importance of excellence in
aesthetic and technical design, want us to
use quality materials, crave energy efficiency and are interested in the myriad
features that now accompany watershapes, including cooking areas and fire
features as well as swim jets and much,
much more.
None of that should be new information, but many low-bid builders have
told me, face to face, that their market
isn’t up to speed, that their client base
cares much more about price than quality. I might be willing to buy that explanation if it wasn’t for the fact that I’m
either working in those areas or know
someone who is. Indeed, I can honestly say that there’s not a region of the
country I know of that lacks qualityminded consumers these days.
A more plausible (and honest) explanation for this feeling of being stuck on
the lower rungs is the byproduct of another familiar component of human nature: fear.
Change takes courage and a strength
that only comes comfortably with information and planning and a willingness
to take measured risks. In this case, making the leap can result in greater income,
vastly increased professional satisfaction,
a better public image, fewer daily hassles
and in general a more enjoyable and even
healthier lifestyle – but some just can’t
make the move.

rates of change
What’s involved in moving away from
the low-bid mentality and toward true
quality has been the subject of countless
articles and columns in WaterShapes and
stands at the core of what my partners and
Circle 72 on Postage Free Card
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I offer in the Genesis 3 programs: No matter the source, it’s all about education and
a willingness to address every aspect of
how you focus your efforts.
Once you perceive the distinctions and
can differentiate the low-bid mentality
from the quality perspective and make
the decision to step up, you need to plot
a course of action.

Because of the aforementioned “fear
factor,” however, too many firms are far
too tentative in the way they roll out their
new attitudes. What I often see as a consequence is the declaration of an upgraded approach anchored at a hopelessly low level by reluctance to engage
in anything more than minor incremental adjustments.

I don’t think, for example, that expanding your range of offerings in waterline tile or including a free automatic
pool cleaner with each project amounts
to redefining your business. Instead, the
changes involved in truly elevating your
work require you to take bold steps in
every single aspect of your business.
When I think about people who’ve
made true and significant leaps of the sort
I’m discussing here, I need look no further than my good friend Randy Beard
and what he’s done with his company,
Pure Water Pools of Costa Mesa, Calif.,
in the ten or so years we’ve been acquainted. Randy is the first to tell anyone
who asks that he started out as a pool-service guy, just as I did. These days, however, he’s changed his business and his
outlook to the point where his design
work and construction skills are truly
world class.
It took him years to pass through the
transitions, and the commitment he’s
made to education and polishing his skills
have required ambition, confidence and
a deep well of determination. Today, he
stands as a prime example of someone
whose big, transforming steps followed
big, transforming thinking.
Let’s put it another way: If you want to
be different, then think in terms of being
completely different and then balance and
support what you’re doing by expanding
your capabilities and focusing on your
goals. If you don’t have your eyes on a
complete transformation and can’t visualize achievement of your ambitions from
the start, you’ll never get there at all,
whether later or sooner.

best feet
On a more practical level, of course,
those who commit themselves to taking
the high road have to figure out how to
promote their different selves to prospective clients who seek the best our industry has to offer.
That’s a real stumbling block for some
people, because there’s a “chicken or the
egg” issue here: That is, to find qualityminded clients, you need to present them
with a track record that speaks to your
ability to hit the high marks – and until
you’ve done a few of those projects, there’s
no way to have them in your portfolio.
Circle 52 on Postage Free Card
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In trying to push their ways past that
barrier, too many watershapers have been
willing to take the shortcut of representing other people’s work as their own.
That’s dishonest, unethical and perhaps
even actionable in addition to being a
most hazardous pathway around (rather
than through) the challenge.
That’s not to say you can’t use magazines like WaterShapes and books on great
projects and designers as resources for
ideas. It’s just that you can’t misrepresent
the origins of the ideas – or exaggerate
your ability to execute those ideas in a
quality fashion.
Bottom line, there are no shortcuts.
There’s absolutely no way on earth to get
over the hump,at least not honestly,without fully embracing a no-compromises
dedication to moving in the right direction. Very few people working in creative,
custom projects started out at the apex of
their powers: They all made headway by
first offering clients greater sets of design
options, and then translating incremental improvements into increasingly improved portfolios,enhanced presentations
materials and,these days,compelling website galleries.
It takes courage to move in new directions and pursue change, but you also
have to follow through when you land
quality-oriented jobs and then stand behind what you’ve done. We all have learning curves to master, no matter where we
start, so there’s no point to moaning that
if you haven’t already done something,
you never will.
Yes, moving into a new mode of doing
business requires preparation,nerve and a
belief in yourself. If you can pull it all together,however,it won’t be long before your
claims of doing quality work will be backed
up not by delusions, but by facts. WS

Brian Van Bower runs Aquatic Consultants,
a design firm based in Miami, Fla., and is a
co- founder of the Genesis 3 Design Group;
dedicated to top-of-the-line performance in
aquatic design and construction, this organization conducts schools for like-minded pool
designers and builders. He can be reached
at bvanbower@aol.com.

Mosaic Swimming Pool

Detail of Spa Water Line

Detail of Bond Beam to Spa Wall

Vita Nova the tradition continues...
Makers of fine, easy-to-install mosaics.
Pool builders and landscape professionals can now
become dealers. Inquiries to: (818) 785-4484.
Check out our web site for many
more examples of our work!
www.vita-nova.com
Circle 39 on Postage Free Card
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on the level
By Bruce Zaretsky

The Small Job Blues

No matter the size of the job,
my task as designer and
installer is to make all of my
clients happy by sharing with
them the value, joy and
comfort of which watershapes
and landscapes are capable.

small at heart

I

n my first WaterShapes column last month, I made the point that small jobs
can and should be pursued with every bit as much creativity and energy as
large ones.
No matter the size of the job, my task as designer and installer is to make all
of my clients happy by sharing with them the value, joy and comfort of which
watershapes and landscapes are capable. Indeed, making that happen is my
charge from initiation of the design process right through any changes and
adjustments and all the way up to the final washing of the driveway and topdressing of any damaged sections of lawn.
On any scale or level, what I’ve noticed is that the smallest projects are quite
often just as important to some of my clients as the biggest ones are to others.
With my large-project clients, in fact, I find that my clients are often less interested in results than they are in simply getting things done: They see the
work is a necessary evil (especially on a newly built site) rather than an expression of heart and soul. By contrast, many small projects can actually be
more significant to my clients simply because they have limited resources and
went through a tougher process of deciding how they’d spend their dollars.
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For me,I vastly prefer to work with clients who
put heart and soul into what we’re doing, no
matter the size or cost of a project. This is why
I invite and encourage all of them to become fully involved in the design and installation processes, right up to where (in some cases) they actually help us when it’s time to install the plants.
As I see it, when a client is invested in spirit
at least as much as in wallet, projects have a
greater chance of success not only when we
pack up and leave the site, but also for years
into the future.
It breaks my heart, as sometimes happens, to
drive past a project we installed years earlier only
to see foot-tall weeds growing up through
stressed planting beds. My first thought is usually a bit selfish – that is,“I sure hope I didn’t advise any potential clients to drive by and look at
this!”– but frequently I will stop and leave notes
letting the homeowners know that I can make
my staff immediately available to dress things
up again. This usually stirs some action.
But this natural tendency of homeowners to
let things slip away several years after we’ve done
our initial work and the initial excitement has
worn off is one of the reasons I think smallerscale projects are often set up for greater longterm success: Because the areas we worked on
are more compact and focused, they are more
easily maintained and managed for the long haul.
But don’t get me wrong: I’m not in this
business for the before-and-after pictures –
especially not when the “after” picture is taken upon completion. What I’m more interested in seeing is how things look five or six
years down the line, and my sense has always
been that if I’ve managed to get my clients involved on an emotional (and occasionally a
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physical) level, the odds for my work
looking good and the clients being happy years later are much improved.
And just as a smaller job can mean
more to the clients, developing its design
can be just as big a challenge as a large
project – or even more so. After all, you’re
asked to work wonders with a limited
space and, most often, a limited budget.
There’s plenty of variety in these small
packages as well. In some designs, for example, I may want to pack as much as I
can into the space without making it a
mess, while in others, simpler schemes
are best. Ultimately and no matter the
approach,I am always mindful that I want
to create the absolute best watershape
and/or garden space I can.

stamp of success
To illustrate what I mean in more specific terms,consider the fact that many of the
smaller-scale projects in my area come up
in condominium complexes,where private
courtyards are set up for the needs of clients

with small living spaces,small budgets and
small outdoor areas they want to address.
Many of the challenges that come with
these sites have to do with work that’s gone
before. There may be an existing deck or
patio, for instance, or, because of the density of the development, we might find
unwelcome features such as high-voltage
electrical lines, sewer lines or gas lines just
below the surface. We also run into lots
of decks set on simple concrete-block footings that have frost-heaved or settled.
(Where we are, footings must reach to 42
inches below grade.)
Every situation requires its own solution,but there’s much in these places that’s
hidden from immediate view. As a result,
you need to be able to think on the fly and
make repairs and/or changes quickly –
and you won’t know what’s really going
on until you start working.
There’s nothing worse than having to
knock on the door and say the dreaded
words,“Could you please come outside
for a moment? There’s something I need

to show you.” No matter how you say
them, your clients immediately think it’s
going to cost them more money – and
they’re usually correct!
I do my best to anticipate these things
and prepare for such possibilities,but on a
site with an existing installation it’s impossible to know exactly what’s waiting for you
until you break out the shovels. So even if
I see nothing in walking through the site
before we start working, I’ll mention the
fact that we might find, for example, an
elaborate concrete footing hidden behind
the deck’s skirting that may need to be jackhammered out before we can replace the
deck with, say, a stone terrace.
These conversations can be awkward,
but I’d rather explain all possibilities before breaking ground: When these issues
arise after the project has been signed,
sealed and started, there is no going back:
The homeowners must cover the additional cost – and I’m always aware that
this puts a bad taste in their mouths.
It’s like real estate: First impressions are

Circle 64 on Postage Free Card
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everything. If,by extension,there’s a problem on the site (especially one that translates to higher costs), then how do you
think your client feels from that point forward? We counter this by anticipating as
much as we can,but we don’t always catch
them all. The key in these cases, we’ve
found, is to redeem the process in their
eyes by getting them as involved as we can
in the rest of the project as it unfolds.

current case
As this column is being written, we’re
working on a fairly typical small-site
project.
The Colonial-style home sits in an ordinary housing tract distinguished by the
fact that several properties are wrapped
around a common pond. The watershape
is actually the detention pond for the entire development, but it’s been done up in
such a way that it looks natural,with plantings and lots of resident ducks and geese.
When our clients’home was built, they
had a simple deck installed beyond the

rear entry to take advantage of their view.
The deck is a single step down from sliding glass doors that offer access to the dining area. The view was shared by a number of small windows on the back of the
house, but in the main there was little opportunity to take in views of the pond and
its attendant wildlife.
To change that situation and create a
new office space, my clients wanted to
bump out a section at the back of the
home by about three feet – not a big
change by any means, but enough to allow for installation of a large bay window.
Once the house plans were ready, I was
called in to work on the outside spaces.
I visited in the middle of winter when
ten inches of snow covered the ground and
the temperature hovered in the teens. The
house addition, I determined, would require an extension to the existing deck to
allow the client to use the new exterior door
that was included as part of the expansion.
The old deck came to within a couple feet
of the new door, but the clients wanted

to give it a finished, integral look instead
of just tacking on a new step or two.
To meet their desires, I designed an addition to the deck that would stand at the
original level but would change the direction of the decking boards to create an
inlay effect. All told, the added decking
was just five feet wide and ten feet long,
but with the changed angles it would look
something like an exit “carpet” from the
office that would eventually lead down to
a small patio and garden space that would
be the second phase of the project.
From the start, I had questions about
the existing deck’s construction. In 95
percent of similar decks, the decking is
tied to the house via a pressure-treated
ledger board mounted with lag bolts
either to the framing or the concrete
foundation. This minimizes the number of footings needed for deck construction and hence speeds up production. In this case, however, the deck had
been built separate from the house, with
no ledger board attached. Instead, the

Circle 67 on Postage Free Card
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installer had placed additional footings
about a foot from the foundation.

firm footing
The client supplied me with the original drawings provided by the carpenter,
and I saw no obvious problems with them.
But it was winter and there was snow all
over everything,so I did not check the existing deck for level – despite the fact that
I had, in the past, seen settling in projects
with this type of construction. This happens when carpenters put their footings
in the foundation’s over-dig,which can extend out about three feet in many cases.
I did ask the client how long the house
had been there before the deck was
added, and their answer of three years
gave me reasonable assurance that the
old footings would be fine – until, that
is, it was time to dig a couple new ones.
I had designed the addition to be freestanding like the original deck,but changed
my mind and decided to put a ledger on
the house: As we were laying things out,
we discovered that our new step down
from the house was going to end up being
more than nine inches below the door –
well above the code-allowed maximum of
eight-and-a-quarter inches.
When I saw this, the first thing I asked
the client was if the original deck had been
inspected. They said it had, so I put a level on the original deck and discovered that
it had settled about an inch and a half
from its original position. I hadn’t noticed during my original site visit because
of the snow (and we didn’t enter or exit
the house that way again on subsequent
visits), but what we knew now is that the
four footings along the house foundation
had settled in the over-dig.
So, before we’d set even one footing for
the additional deck, we had a problem –
a big one that meant we’d need to remove
existing deck boards (which had been
nailed down and therefore will likely not
be salvageable), jack up the beams and
re-bolt them to the footings, all at the
clients’ expense.
This may not seem like much, but on
small projects such as these, every little
issue magnifies and multiplies. This is why
we put a premium on foreseeing these problems and factoring them in before they reach
a crisis point. And as I mentioned above,

this is why we prefer it when our clients get
involved and stay involved,basically because
it makes working through these issues
easier on everyone involved. WS
A couple columns down the road, we’ll
explore this project in greater detail as a
means of exploring the ways in which small
projects can become big solutions.

Bruce Zaretsky is president of Zaretsky &
Associates, Inc. a landscape design/construction/consultation company in Rochester, N.Y. Nationally
recognized for creative and inspiring residential
landscapes, Bruce also works with healthcare facilities, nursing homes, hospitals and local municipalities in conceiving and installing healing and
meditation gardens – and labyrinths, too. You can
reach him at bruce@zaretskyassociates.com.
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By David Tisherman

Bars and
Pipes Forever

I’ve been around the block,
but I always listen to my
structural engineers and rely on
the fact that their work reflects
years of experience in dealing
with structures of the kind I build.

only years of experience in dealing with structures of the kind I build, but also incorporates
the very specific information provided to them
by my soils engineers with respect to prevailing
geological conditions.

in the hole

O

ur discussions in the last two issues have been about excavation, which
leaves us this time with a big, literal void that serves as a relatively exact dimensional representation of the vessel we’re building. After we’ve installed the forms – a subject I’ve covered in great detail in a number of past
columns – it’s time for the installation of the plumbing and steel.
Before we jump into that process,however,let me make a key point: Although
I am a knowledgeable builder who has paid attention through the years and
can work his way through lots of watershaping projects without assistance, I
am not a hydraulic engineer nor have I ever pretended to be one. When something unusual comes up – such as the need for 12-inch pipes and 25-horsepower pumps – I know my limits and seek competent, professional help.
When it comes to hydraulics of the more common sort, I owe much of what
I know to my good friend and Genesis 3 co-founder Skip Phillips, who knows
plumbing like the back of his hand and has taught me a great deal through
the years. (Because it has been mentioned so many times in WaterShapes by
people who are more versed in the subject than I am, I won’t repeat Skip’s
mantra about small pumps and big pipes here.)
The same holds true for steel: I’ve been around the block, but I always listen to my structural engineers and rely on the fact that their work reflects not

22

Assuming that the hole has been properly dug,
that the forms are all dead on and that we have a
“go” from the soils engineers, geologists and inspectors,we’re ready to install appropriate plumbing and steel.
Actually, this step links all the way back to the
start of our work on site and the initial meeting
I hold with all of my key subcontractors – a team
that includes my plumber, my steel installer and
my electrician. We review every phase of the
construction process and cover any specific challenges that can be foreseen, reinforcing the fact
that every job unfolds in its own way and that
our scheduling and sequencing of steps will always be subject to modifications required by a
given design.
For all that flexibility, however, the plumbing/steel phase usually breaks into three typical
parts: Installation of the plumbing in the bottom of the vessel with runs to basic wall locations;
installation of the steel cage; and a return to work
on the plumbing in which we bring the lines to
their exact locations on the inside of the cage-defined walls, steps, benches and wherever else they
are specified.
Within that basic sequence, things can vary
quite a bit. The plumbing that runs through a
gravel pack at the bottom of a pool, for example, might be installed before we add the gravel
or afterwards – or we might add some of the gravel first, then set up the plumbing, then apply the
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rest of the gravel. It all depends on the site
and the detailing of specific water effects.
With that qualification, the plumbing
in the floor always goes in first, including
split main drains in the floors of both the
pool and spa. None of the plumbing that
reaches to any elevation above the floor
is installed at this point, but runs to those
perimeter locations are “sleeved out” as
required and will be worked with after the
steel is installed.
This is an important point, because the
finish plumbing will be based entirely on
this detailing. In spas, for example, system complexities and variations are so
numerous that there’s no way to set up
the lines for the jets without having the
precise shape of the vessel articulated by
the steel. The same applies to the rest of
the system as well, including bond beams
(which can range from six to 24 inches
wide depending on the design) or dam
walls (which can range from ten to 16
inches thick or even greater). These dimensions influence every plumbing fit-

ting installed above the floor.
To be sure, finish-plumbing locations
can be established at any time after excavation is complete, but in my approach I
advocate installing the steel before doing
so. I look at it as a bottom-up operation
in which I don’t want to lock in plumbing access until I know exactly where
everything is going to be. In addition, this
gives me maximum flexibility in making
adjustments or adding features up to the
last minute: As I see it, that’s what truly
custom construction is all about.

steel away
Backing up just a bit, once the plumbing has been installed in the floor and the
lines to the walls have been run to their
locations outside the shell, it’s time to install the steel.
This is a topic that raises real fervor in
me because of the kind of projects I pursue and my oft-stated belief that a structural engineer armed with accurate soils
and geology data is an indispensable part

Circle 128 on Postage Free Card
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Once the plumbing has
been installed in the floor
and the lines to the walls
have been run to their
locations outside the
shell, it’s time to install
the steel.
of my project team. Yes, I use “standard
plans”when appropriate (although even
when they are suitable for use in the site
conditions I might encounter, they are
usually modified to reflect the specifics of
the project), but I don’t commonly work
in locations where they get the job done.
For the most part, I get the sense that
standard plans are, for many builders,
an easy way out, a means of avoiding the
expense of retaining a structural engineer. That’s short-sighted, and these
builders run the very real risk that a giv-
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en site has features that will undermine
the accuracy and value of standard plans
in ways that might eventually lead to
structural failure.
Armed with an appropriate set of plans,
a steel installer will follow what’s on the
page, but it’s the job of the project manager to make sure that the crew observes
every last detail. It’s like a baker making
bread (two cups of this, one cup of that),
but in this case the recipe calls for four #5
bars here or six #4s there. As with baking, there’s no room for approximation
or cutting corners: Either the steel is installed per the plans or it’s not, and I see
it as my personal responsibility as project
manager to make certain everything is
correct.
If you know how to read plans (a skill
too many builders lack) and you carefully oversee the steel installation (another
gap in many operations), you will end up
with what amounts to an accurate silhouette of the finished structure.
This is the point at which clients are fi-
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After the wood forming was in place, we
followed the usual sequence of installation
by placing plumbing in the floor per plan
and running pipes to appropriate locations
along the walls. Next, we completed steel
installation — even at this early stage making certain spacers are included to ensure
adequate concrete coverage of all surfaces
of the bars.

nally able to visualize the full design in
place, and it’s been my experience that
they often get pretty excited: Indeed,
there’s something impressive about steel
structures, and I encourage them whenever possible (and safe) to have a good
look around.
Now it’s time to go back and finish the
plumbing, bring all the lines to their precise locations and stub penetrations well
out past the steel to accommodate the
thickness of the concrete and finish material and leave us something substantial
to trim away. At this point, we have one
last shot at assessing precise locations for
things such as spa jets. It’s precision work,
and we use both the plan and the steel to
position each pipe precisely.
(This is not, by the way, the sort of
process you’ll observe in a productionoriented, high-volume operation. There’s
no time for fine tuning, and this is why
so many of these projects feature odd
placements of return lines, for example,
and why the spas typically don’t work as
well as they might.)
At the same time as we’re wrapping up
the plumbing, all the lights and electrical
conduits are inserted and every steel strucCircle 66 on Postage Free Card
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ture within ten feet of the pool is bonded together, including
lights, conduits, column flanges, umbrella mounts, handrails or
metal spillways,all per provisions of the Universal Building Code.

making things work
As mentioned above, I never hesitate when it comes to calling on experts to make certain my pool systems are up to snuff.
Once I’ve accessed that expertise, I never take it for granted: I
work, for example, with experienced, detail-oriented, professional plumbers who know I want everything to be just right
– and who also know that I will be watching as the work progresses to make certain we’re always on the same page.
This element of supervision is very important, because there’s
always danger in allowing anyone whose focus is on the practicalities of an installation task to have the sense that there’s
any room for improvisation. Those on-the-fly decisions can
have distinct aesthetic consequences related to, for instance,
the placement of a skimmer. And how many times in production-type jobs have you seen a return line that’s been set
awkwardly high or low on a step riser? I won’t let that happen, and the way I avoid these issues is by trusting my plumber
to get the technical details right while assuming final responsibility for the aesthetic ones myself.
And believe me, when it comes to plumbing, I range far and
wide in the sorts of decisions I make relative to aesthetics be-

cause all those places in pools and spas where plumbing intrudes
represent discontinuities in the finish that I want to minimize
in visual terms.
In fact, I’m thinking of mounting a personal crusade against
all of the plumbing-related penetrations that aren’t absolutely necessary – for starters, those we make for automatic pool
cleaners and in-floor cleaning systems. I know that’s an outrageous thing to say, but when you step back and look at it from
a broader perspective, even the existence of these technologies
is some indication that our circulation systems are rather far
from perfection.
Let’s take pool sweeps to illustrate: They do the job of removing debris from the bottom of the pool, I suppose, but
they’re incredibly intrusive (aesthetically speaking) and have
other bad habits besides, such as spitting streams of water where
they shouldn’t go and/or getting stuck at various points around
a pool. Yes, manufacturers have addressed some of these functional issues, but I just can’t get around the fact that, as contraptions go, these are truly monstrous.
The same holds for in-floor cleaning systems: All those boldfaced intrusions on a floor make pools look as though they have
chicken pox. The fittings don’t have the right texture for use
with glass tile, they don’t have the right colors for plaster or pebble finishes – and they’re basically just too ugly to be tolerated.
I have a fundamental objection to these components and
systems and just can’t help thinking they’re used to overcome
the fact that we do so poorly in designing our systems that we
need to introduce other systems to compensate. The consequence is, we accept the basic unattractiveness of these things
and agree that parts of the circulation system can be ugly because they always have been and always will be.

in hot water
In my design ethos, I reject the notion that certain forms of
ugliness are practical necessities and do all I can to achieve visual continuity in my watershape finishes. Don’t even get me
started, for instance, on spa jets that seem to place a high premium on being seen – with a vengeance.
Some designers and builders knuckle under and “celebrate”
the presence of these fittings by making them look as elaborate as possible. For my part, I can’t stand to see jets fitted
with escutcheons that don’t match the finish. And appropriate escutcheons can be damnably hard to find unless, of
course, you want to join fitting designers in announcing the
presence of their jets.
I’ve made my stand by using flush-mounted eyeball fittings
in spas – the kind that can practically disappear into the surface if handled properly. Likewise, I do all I can to conceal maindrain covers and return and suction fittings (not to mention
deck drain covers and skimmer lids – details I’ve covered at
length in past columns and no doubt will bring up again in the
future).
My point is, sometimes you can’t rely on what’s commonly
available to get the job done. I’ve had escutcheons powdercoated to exact colors to blend into tile surfaces, and I’ve also
made square escutcheons from limestone to match a surCircle 118 on Postage Free Card
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rounding veneer. You won’t find these
things in catalogs, but they can be obtained and work visual wonders for a design’s continuity.
While avoiding visual disruptions is my
passion, there are also performance-related issues I consider in working with my
plumber. Sticking with spas, for instance,
I’m a strong believer in installing coolwater feeds into spa systems.
As we all know, spas have a tendency
to become warmer as they operate, almost invariably causing bathers to remove themselves from the water at some
point to sit on a ledge and cool down.
This can be overcome by the simple step
of introducing small amounts of cool
swimming-pool water to the spa: It’s a
user-friendly way to maximize bather
comfort.
I’m also an advocate for installing blowers with spa systems instead of relying
completely on air channels and the
Venturi effect. Blowers don’t cost much
either to install or operate – and they do

Circle 111 on Postage Free Card
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Once a steel cage is in place, it’s possible
to see how the final gunite structure will
come together – offering a very clear
sense of how and where the plumbing
needs to be placed to make the pool’s
and spa’s various systems work efficiently and effectively. This is the last point at
which adjustments can easily be made,
so we now perform a rigorous review of
fitting and jet placements and fine tune
all plumbing systems as needed.
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a great job of kicking up the hydrotherapeutic action in even the simplest of spas.

due consideration
For the reasons touched upon above,I’ve
never taken a casual approach to the plumbing/steel phase of my projects. I know my
way around basic pipe diameters,valves,fittings and the like,and I know the functional
distinctions between schedule 80 and schedule 40 PVC – but I also know the limits of
my knowledge and call in the cavalry when
I need the help.
Once everything is specified, I work in
close collaboration with my plumber,steel
installer and electrician to make sure the
plans are followed, that penetrations are
set up at the proper places and at the appropriate levels and that aesthetic deficiencies are either avoided or kept to an
absolute minimum.
This extends to a system element as
simple as return lines: Most pools have
too few of them to be efficient, but I make
certain – despite the fact I object to their

intrusions on my finishes – that there are
enough of them to ensure adequate circulation throughout the entire vessel. The
basic need is for the pool to work; my job
then becomes making certain it’s the best
it can be visually.
At all stages, our projects should serve
just one key fact: Water is and has always
been the most important element in our
work, and it seems to me we all could
stand being a bit more insightful and deliberate about how we set it up to move
through our watershapes! WS

David Tisherman is the principal in two design/construction firms: David Tisherman’s
Visuals of Manhattan Beach, Calif., and Liquid
Design of Cherry Hill, N.J. He is also co-founder
and principal instructor for the Genesis 3 Design
Group, which offers education aimed at topof-the-line performance in aquatic design and
construction. He can be reached via e-mail at
david@tisherman.com.

another thought
In June, my Genesis 3 partner Brian Van Bower offered his thoughts on what it takes to
work your way through dips in the market – including the general one we currently face. (See
“Turning Down, Tuning Up” on page 10 of that issue.)
While I agree with some of his observations, I want offer a caution about taking on additional exterior-design functions as a means of broadening our bases and seizing more of
the opportunities offered by our clients’ backyards.
I would, in fact, do all I could to discourage any sort of dilettantish “exploration” of functions best left to specialists. What I would encourage instead is informed curiosity about those
areas of design and a willingness to get involved in the bigger picture. Take landscape lighting as an example: Yes, it’s becoming more popular, but that doesn’t mean you should declare yourself to be a “lighting designer” overnight and leave your clients to deal with the consequences of your learning curve.
I would, in other words, happily leave money on the table and then do the best I can by performing admirably in areas in which I excel.
When times are slow, it’s not the time for a capable watershaper to go out and find expertise in exterior lighting, landscape installation, irrigation systems, patio furnishings or lawn care.
Instead, it’s time to focus on getting better at what you already do well by focusing on bettering your watershaping skills – your drawing, your ease in working with color, your awareness of art and art history, your knowledge of design fundamentals and your ease with the latest technologies available to support your design work.
All those other fields require you to pay your dues and gather appropriate experience in
whichever different specialty you might choose, and you’ll be doing your clients (and ultimately yourself) a disservice until you are completely up to speed. It may not seem that much of a
leap to declare expertise in another field, but if you don’t know what you’re doing, you’ll only dig
yourself in deeper!

– D.T
Circle 28 on Postage Free Card
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The

Atlanta area is a great place to be a watershaper these days. The
natural landscape is beautiful with its undulating terrain and
dense tree canopy,and there are plenty of affluent,upscale neighborhoods in which skills may be applied in support of clients
who have the wherewithal to demand something special.
That combination of attributes adds up to great opportunities
for companies like mine – EarthwerX of Carterville, Ga. – that
focus on crafting nature-inspired paradises in substantial backyards. Indeed, this is a market in which prospective clients are
passionate about enjoying their homes and their surroundings
instead of engaging in the hassles and perceived risks of travel.
In addition, where property values and home equities in other markets have taken a hit in the past year, the upscale market here has yet to diminish: Our area is still populated by homeowners who desire and can afford to bring a slice of Shangri-la
into their lives.
For the past 20 years, I’ve been involved in creating naturalistic ponds, streams and waterfalls for these residences – watershapes that appear as though they’ve always been there. I
worked for another firm for the first 17 of those years; then, recognizing an opening at the top of the marketplace, I established
my own company three years ago, and I haven’t looked back.
Since making my move, I’ve been involved with a number of
amazing clients who want only the very best for their properties.
It’s exciting work defined by close collaborations with intelligent
homeowners who have a passion for natural beauty and a strong
desire to see something gorgeous just beyond the back door.

in the foothills
Photos by Amanda Carder, Cartersville, Ga.

Specializing in naturalistic watershapes
obviously requires an appreciation of nature, says Atlanta-based pond/stream
specialist Robert Vaughn, but doing a
good job of emulating what happens in
and around natural bodies of water also
calls for a refined set of design and installation skills – especially when the goal
is to create watershapes that appear right
at home amid rolling topographies and
densely wooded landscapes.

As we all know, watershaping is a broad-spectrum pursuit in
which projects come in a variety of shapes and sizes – some small
and subtle,others big and dramatic. We at EarthwerX have done
it all,including formal-looking,architecturally driven features,but
for the most part, our company is chosen for its ability to create
naturalistic systems that give the illusion of having been there long
before any homes were built.
There’s no question that the rolling terrain and lush landscapes so common in the Atlanta area are a big factor driving
the demand for verdant paradises. Indeed, many of the upscale residential enclaves hereabouts are in the foothills of the
Appalachian Mountains – a wonderful backdrop and the
source of much of our inspiration.

Southern
Accents
By Bob Vaughn
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In geological terms, these mountains
are much older than the rugged peaks of
the western United States: They’ve been
exposed to the elements for a much longer
period and have eroded to a smoother
state. In addition,our local combination
of heat and humidity encourage the
growth of lichen and moss on spectacular sandstone outcroppings and have surrounded these features with a huge variety of plants and trees including various
oaks,pines,poplars,sweet gums and elms.
As is true of many watershapers and
landscape artists, I’ve studied Mother
Nature as part of my process of developing my design vocabulary. By looking
closely at natural settings, I’ve observed
the way stone material is distributed in
streams, the way water breaks over rock
formations and how erosion affects the
landscape.
That said, however, we at EarthwerX
don’t deliberately duplicate any specific
features we find in nature. Instead,we use
our observations as points of departure
that inform the way our ponds and streams
interact with and conform to a given site.
We have a wonderful advantage in that
we work mostly with sloping, rolling
topographies that readily support our
naturalistic endeavors. This allows us to
focus almost entirely on giving our watershapes the appearance that they’re
nestled in a purely natural environment
instead of having been imposed on a site
and somewhat separated from it.
In fact, to the greatest extent possible,
we’ll always let a site dictate how we’ll incorporate our watershapes within it. Yes,
we will reconfigure certain areas to suit
our purposes and will add tons of stone
material (quarried nearby in the Cumberland Mountains area), but mostly we
use a site’s natural vertical transitions,stick
with indigenous stone varieties and
(whenever possible) work without disturbing the existing mature trees we find
on almost every property we approach.

When it comes to inspiration, the Appalachian
Mountains are a tremendous resource for watershapers. The landscape is thoroughly eroded, with soft contours, rounded stones and
sonorous cascades of a sort we can reproduce
for our clients’ properties.
36
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creative juices
At this point, almost all of our clients
come to us through referrals: They’ve already seen our work, so when we first
meet, there’s not much persuasion involved or much need to educate them
about our capabilities. In most cases, they
also understand and appreciate the notion that our best work will always harmonize with the site.
The fact that they come to the process
already understanding so much of what
they want and are clear about what we do
enables me to jump into the design
process right from the start.
After the initial discussion and site visit – and after we’ve come to terms about
project scope and a budget – I’ll come
back to the site and map out the work
with flags and ribbons to give the clients
a direct sense of how the water will flow
through the property and where the major visual elements will be placed.
Typically,this gets them pretty excited and
forges a strong sense of conceptual buy-

Canopy Conscious
As mentioned in the accompanying text, the presence of mature trees is a significant
factor in our Atlanta-area projects.
Where we work, widespread development has led to the annual removal of tens
of thousands of trees. This has raised the interest among those whose properties
have mature trees to protect and preserve them no matter what, all in the name of preserving the defining natural beauty of our region.
This is why, to the greatest extent possible, we do all we can to leave the most
beautiful specimens on any given property in undisturbed states. Yes, there are times
when removing trees and other plant material is unavoidable, but we keep such disruptions to a minimum and always discuss those decisions with our clients before
touching a single twig.
We also frequently work with arborists: Particularly when we plan to incorporate an
existing tree into a design, we want to make sure we’re not harming the tree now in
a way that will manifest itself in disease or death later on.
In projects where we are contouring slopes by bringing in soil, for example, it’s not
unusual that root systems will be buried under new soil. In these situations, we’ll
work with the arborist’s recommendations and create “snorkels” that extend down into
the root system to provide needed oxygen. We also use their professional guidance in
avoiding damage to root systems with our excavations.

– B.V.

www.standardbronzeco.com
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in. We might develop some sketches for
planning purposes or to define a specific detail, but for the most part, that’s it:
We generally don’t use drawings or other presentation materials to define the
design.
It’s not that we don’t value drawing
skills, because we do. It’s just that with
naturalistic watershapes in particular, I
believe you simply cannot get the feel for
a design by looking at anything on a flat
piece of paper. That’s why we mark the
site directly: I want my clients to be able
to stand in the space and start visualizing what they’ll eventually see when we’re
done – primary viewpoints,vertical transitions, ponds, seating areas and more.
To me, this is a far more visceral mode
of communication – and a much better

The local topography is just about ideal for the naturalistic watershapes we develop, and we’re
fortunate in a great many cases simply to use existing contours in laying them out. Whether steep
or more gently sloped, we find this approach helps us generate new watershapes that look as
though they’ve always been there.
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way to establish and manage expectations.
(One key point: Because we work so
closely with the existing landscape,we usually don’t bring up any planting we might
be doing at first, but rather focus mainly
on the watershapes as the primary element
we’re adding to the property. We’ll talk
about pathways, bridges, patios, landings
and lighting – all the things that aren’t
“there”yet. The plants, which are already
part of their surroundings, come later.)
This is, of course, a highly personal
(and personalized) process. The work
can be intrusive and messy – even with
small projects – so, to lessen the blow, we
do all we can to help the clients feel involved in the work of art they’re buying.
Yes, there are some who just step back
and leave everything up to us, but most
of the time our clients want to become
part of the project team and in many cases become our good friends.
I see getting my clients involved (on
whatever level) as being one way to ensure their satisfaction with the outcome.

I must say as well that it tends to make the
entire process more exciting and enjoyable for everyone.

careful weaving
A big part of why client involvement is so
important is because,as most people working in this branch of watershaping will tell
you,the actual “design”is created during the
installation process rather than beforehand.
You establish a basic game plan, of course,
but with natural materials such as stone and
plants,the details can be created only as they
are put in place,component by component.
As suggested above,we have an advantage
in our regional topography, so our need to
excavate is usually limited. Occasionally,we’ll
need to bury large boulders to define major
vertical transitions for waterfalls, but compared to what must be done in other areas
to achieve these contours, we have an easy
time of it.
For all that, we’ve learned through the
years that it can take a huge volume of
rock material to create a dramatic water-
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fall, and if there’s one area in which we’ll
tend to alter the landscape in significant
ways, it’s in these locations.
It is,of course,possible to overdo it with
rock. In fact, one of the biggest mistakes
I see others make is bringing in too much
rock to surround (and overwhelm) the
watercourse. Certainly, stone material
is critical to creating major elements within a given naturalistic watershape, but the
aim should be to use the stone in harmony with the way it’s naturally distributed throughout the rest of the property and the local area.
In a similar vein, we work hard to bring
indigenous plantings to the water’s edge and
place them within the boundaries of the
stonework. We work carefully as well with
existing,mature trees,integrating them into
our thought processes at an early stage and
always keeping their needs in mind. (For
more on trees,see the sidebar on page 37.)
Integrating the watershape into the site
also requires us to understand how the
work eventually will be seen and from
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In the Water
No matter whether it’s still and reflective, flowing down a
stream or falling as a cascade, in all of our projects the characteristics of the water itself are extremely important.
Starting at the top of the system, we always conceal the headwaters: There’s nothing that will ruin a natural effect faster than
the look of water emerging from a pipe or even passing over a
weir. My preference is to create small ponds at the top of our systems, and we usually conceal them at least partly from view with
plant material and boulders to lend a sense of mystery to the water’s origins. In the pond itself, the water wells up from the bottom via perforated pipes and then spills into the main flow over
small cascades.
(For some projects, we’ll add water at strategic locations along
the stream, but most of the time, the circulation takes the form
of a simple top-to-bottom loop.)
What happens between the headwaters and the bottoms
of these systems can vary greatly depending on the design.
We govern the amount of water in transit with valves that enable us to adjust the flow to meet client desires. In larger projects, we also create various effects by slowing down water in
some places to create pools and quiescent areas and by speeding it up in others to create impressions of motion, change
and excitement.
In doing so, we’re selective when it comes to ways we let
water break over falls or cascades. Typically, for example,
we avoid configurations where a knife-edge of water flows
uniformly over a weir; rather, we’ll fracture these flows (as they
most often appear in nature), and I’ll often set up notched
or V-shaped weir stones to suggest that water has eroded the
edges through the years.
At the base of our systems, we never use skimmers because
they’re almost impossible to conceal. As an alternative, we set
up under-drain systems with perforated pipes that draw water
down through layers of river rock and cobble. Not only does
this approach give our basins a more natural look, but it also
creates a large area of bio-filtration that we see as being far more
desirable than using some sort of outboard filtering system.
To increase water quality, we occasionally install ultraviolet
treatment systems as needed. As a rule, however, we find that
if our systems are large enough, the presence of aquatic plants
and the aeration provided by falling water are sufficient to keep
water clear and appealing.
Finally, one of the big defining factors in the way that we
develop the lower watercourses has to do with whether or
not fish live in the system. In watershapes that don’t include
fish, our ponds are seldom more than 30 inches deep. In those
that do, the water will be four feet deep or more – and we’ll
also set up places where they can hide from predators and escape direct sunlight.

– B.V.
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precisely what angles. Whenever possible, I will design a project so you can’t see the entire body of water from one spot: I
believe it is always preferable to set things up so scenes unfold
and come into view as you move through a space.
I also believe in bringing a portion of the water very near the
house itself, for the simple reason that clients enjoy looking out
their windows to see the water and only needing to travel a couple paces to reach the water’s edge.
Finally, because the details of these projects are of paramount
importance,I believe I must be personally involved in designing
and managing every project we do. We never farm out any major portion of watershape or hardscape construction – although
we do bring in lighting contractors, electricians, plumbers and
carpenters as needed – but I personally oversee the placement of
every stone and closely supervise any and all subcontractor activity that can have long-term aesthetic implications.

working on site
Once on site, the installation and construction techniques
we use are fairly straightforward. We use 45-mil liners, covering them entirely with two inches of concrete. Atop that, we’ll
spread mortar onto which we place various river rocks, garden
boulders and flat rocks. (The liners we use come with 20- to
30-year guarantees, but with the added layer of concrete and
additional stone coverage, we conservatively assume these watershapes will perform well for 50 years or longer.)
I’m always amazed when I look at a pond or stream and can
see either the liner or exposed patches of concrete – intrusions
that instantly deflate “the natural look.” To avoid these visual disruptions,we go to great lengths not only to conceal the concrete,
but also to create an extremely natural-looking mix and distribution of stone types and sizes within and beyond the watercourse.
This careful blending of stone types and forms is, again, the
product of carefully studying how things appear in nature:
There aren’t any formulas to guide you: All you can do is trust
your observations and your crew’s experience in helping you
place stones in ways that look natural.
As a rule, we don’t use concrete in the larger vertical structures. In these spots, we set the liner in front of the drop and
build up structures with carefully stacked rock. This is perhaps
the hardest on-site activity we pursue and is certainly the one
with both the longest learning curve as well as the longest installation time frame. On the one hand, you have to create stable structures in which gravity firmly locks the boulders in place;
on the other, it all has to look natural. As a result, we approach
these features as if they were big, three-dimensional jigsaw puzzles, carefully assembling them one piece at a time.
There’s also a huge measure of on-site improvisation that governs these installations. I spend a great deal of time selecting materials, especially the boulders that will form the primary visual
elements,but what we see on site once we start wrestling with individual stones is what ultimately drives the appearance. We observe relative sizes and place stones accordingly. We also look for
interesting pieces or parts of pieces that have distinct surface characteristics we can use to establish focal points, from edges and
weirs to flat stepping stones within our larger structures.
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The heat and humidity that characterize our
region make it relatively easy to surround the
water with lush plantings and trees of all kinds.
The greenery fills in the visual field, offers
wonderful shadows and contrasts and, once
again, conveys the sense that the water was
there long before the property was developed.
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Placing these key visual elements is where true artistry comes
into play, and we’re always assessing and reassessing our decisions to be sure everything looks both visually attractive and
completely natural. That urge to naturalism often leads us to
bury large portions of big boulders in the ground, often in ways
that end up hiding some of their beautiful characteristics. But
that’s the way things are in nature, where large formations always emerge from the soil and you get the impression that what
you see on the surface extends deep into the ground below.

seeking satisfaction
Even though the installation phase of these projects can sometimes be slow going, the process of placing the rocks, reviewing our decisions and, quite often, coming back in and redoing
entire sections always pays off in the end. Through this hard
work, we achieve balances among a variety of major aesthetic
concerns and create settings in which plant materials, streams,
cascades, ponds and stone come together to create an overall
impression of nature ceaselessly at work.
There’s no textbook that can teach you how to create that harmony, and it’s difficult to explain in words – especially given the
fact that every project, setting and design are different. As mentioned above, it can be very helpful to use the client as another
set of eyes to assist in the process: This is, as was mentioned
above,a personal and personalized process,and ultimately clients
judge your success or failure. And not only do they enjoy having their say, but they often have good and useful ideas!
This work with naturalistic steams, ponds and waterfalls is
hard, physical work, and doing it well means being consumed
by it and always making sure that you deliver on your commitment to establish spaces that soothe, inspire and revitalize.
It also means standing behind the work and being willing and
eager to address client concerns when problems arise.
I take great pride in what we do, and there’s always a wonderful feeling of accomplishment when I step back and partake
of the scene once it’s finished. Even more so,it’s gratifying when,
years later,I hear from clients who insist on telling me how much
they enjoy their watershapes and landscapes – music to my ears!

Inspiring Sounds
That gentle sound of flowing rivers and babbling brooks is always on my mind when I think about the true pleasures of spending time near natural rivers and streams.
As a result, the sounds we build into our own streams and
waterfalls are a major design consideration. We know that a
single sheet of falling water not only looks unnatural, but it also
can sound like the flushing of a massive toilet.
This is why we focus on variety: Waterfalls, streams and cascades that have differing treatments of water falling, splashing,
dividing and rejoining will provide a far more interesting and
harmonious range of sounds – and nothing beats the sound
shallow water makes as it rushes over a rock streambed.

– B.V
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It doesn’t take great observational powers to
see that these projects involve a great deal of
stone in all shapes and descriptions, from utterly immense boulders to fine gravels and
sands. Laying them out is a process or improvisation coupled with a willingness to keep
reworking sections of the composition until
everything is just right.
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By Mike Gambino
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When you boil it down, says lighting designer/
installer Mike Gambino, landscape-lighting design is about visualizing the way a space will
look when the sun goes down. Here, in the
first of a series of articles, he offers a case
study in the incredibly varied dynamics that
process entails, discussing a project in which
he brought new drama to a home already
graced by a pool, fountain, statuary, mature
trees and elegant garden spaces.
Landscape-lighting design is my obsession: Not only do I
make my living at it, but it has also reached a point where it informs the way I look at every landscape and watershape I encounter – whether I’m working on those spaces or not.
When I visit almost any site – and particularly when I spot
an interesting garden – I almost instantaneously begin formulating ideas about how I’d light it. That’s a good thing, because
it keeps me professionally sharp, but it’s also a bit addictive:
Once you start visualizing how dynamic particular places can
be when properly lit, you get hooked on the mental exercise and
start enjoying the intensity of the experience.
In the beginning, of course, those clear visualizations didn’t
come to me as quickly as they do now, but lately it’s really second nature – the key to a methodical process of assessment, design and application that guides me to create something truly
special for my clients and the settings they offer me.
I describe this process as being able to see things with “night
eyes.” Getting to that point takes imagination, an ability to see
spaces in different ways and the accumulation of a specialized
visual vocabulary that doesn’t mean much until the sun goes
down and the lights come on. It’s a whole new design dimension, and exploring it offers you a way to enhance and even redefine the spaces you work so hard to create by day.

Seeing Methodically
As with any big task, it helps to break the lighting-design
process down into manageable bites.
At the outset of the process, for example, I’ll focus on a single planted area and I’ll design that planter entirely with my
night eyes – not just the trees or other key plantings, but the
whole space from top to bottom and side to side – before moving along to the neighboring space and eventually working my
way around the property systematically (clockwise is best for
me), making notes and formulating my initial design ideas.
As I go, I see what I’m doing as being akin to painting with
light: I put it where I need it, making it more intense in some
areas to call attention to them and less so in secondary areas
that can be downplayed or used as transitional spaces or as
areas of contrast.
I do this during the day,of course,which means I spend my time
imagining different effects in various places,weighing possibilities
and working to decide which plants or structures should be emWATERsHAPES  SEPTEMBER 2007
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phasized and which should be made to recede into shadows.
As I go, in other words, I’m establishing focal points and
lighting trees and pathways and statues and architectural
features, but I’m also looking for opportunities to use fillin types of lighting and defining places where reflected light
can be used to add layers of depth and visual complexity to
the overall illumination plan.
For me, working in established spaces is far easier than
trying to figure out what to do with a blank slate: The
plants and features are all there and the visualization
process is much more direct – so much so that I seldom
need to prepare any drawings.
With an unfinished property, by contrast, a plan and a
big empty space are all you have: Although I have exact
measurements, I have relatively little sense of the space’s
true visual dimensions. I might have measured things out
and projected them as accurately as possible with my mind’s
eye, but when I get out to the actual site after the plans have
been followed and everything has been built and planted,
key elements will often take on different characteristics relative to one another and significant adjustments to the basic lighting program are often required.
That’s not a bad thing: It’s just another factor to be considered and accommodated as the work goes forward.

A Case Study
As I say, I prefer working on existing landscapes in which
all the basic visual elements are well established – as is the
case in the project pictured here.
The clients called me in to address what they considered
as a failed landscape-lighting scheme. Everything had been
installed just a year earlier, however, so they asked me to salvage what I could and base my design on the existing systems. Basically, what they were after was a repair job.
In some situations, adjusting or adding to an existing system can provide huge improvements, but in this situation, I
advised the clients to start fresh: The components weren’t of
the best quality,the design approach had been inadequate and
the system engineering was substandard. Given the negatives,
I knew it was more than a matter of“fixing”things: What this
system needed was removal and complete replacement.
Happily,it wasn’t a tough sell: The clients professed their desire to have something special, and their familiarity with the
work I’d done for a friend of theirs had convinced them that I
was someone they could trust to do what it took to deliver what
they wanted, something that would make a real difference.
After spending about two hours of looking everything
over, I gave them a ballpark estimate based on fixture counts,
degree of installation difficulty, the existing configuration
of the utilities and an array of other practical considerations.
The steep slopes were a major complicating factor – one that
kicked up the level of difficulty as well as the cost.
Once we agreed on the scope of work and a general price,
I set to work assessing and designing specific areas and evaluating features onto which I’d be shedding new light. You’ll
see the results on the following pages.
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After passing through the gate, the approach
to the house along the driveway unfolds in
light, first making visible a small sculpture
on the right and ultimately leading to the
home’s front door on the left.
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A Welcoming View
At the front of the house, the lighting design takes off from the planter adjacent to
the entryway and its beautiful crape myrtle tree (located to the left of the doorway
in the photograph). Here, I used a simple
(yet dramatic) cross-lighting effect to accentuate the tree’s two main trunks and
left the surrounding palms dark to define
a contrast.
At ground level around the planter and
nearing the front door, there’s soft spread
lighting that both frames the entry and
leads right up to the door. This entryway
is off a driveway and large motor court
around which stand a number of mature
sycamores. In each case, I’ve illuminated these trees all the way to the top (my
usual practice): This lets these big trees
define the space while providing a level
of reflected light that is bright enough to
let drivers and pedestrians see what
they’re doing without overwhelming the
space in light.
Off to the side of the driveway is a sec-

ond crape myrtle that forms a matching pair
with the one near the door. This one is
viewed from one side only, so it’s lit accordingly – although there’s a bit of lighting
behind it that’s no more than a byproduct
of the main source of light.
Along the driveway is a spotlighted
bronze statue that serves as a focal point
to those passing through the gates.
Behind the statue is a deciduous fruit tree
lit at a low lighting level: This creates a
nice backdrop for the statue and falls in
line with the subtle lighting of a line of oak
trees further in the background.
Those oaks surround the entire landscape at the front of the house, and the
overall lighting effect with them creates a
sense of being surrounded by a warm, secure, welcoming ambience. You can see
a lot without having attention called strongly or directly to too many features, but the
installation actually uses lots of fixtures that
bounce off lots of details to create an attractive glow throughout the setting.

Defining Needs
As with all forms of exterior design, discussions with clients
are always important.
In lighting design more than in some other areas, however,
clients seldom have clear notions about or much real understanding of what can be achieved, which makes determining
their desires more difficult and turns it into a process of interpreting inferences rather than working through direct concepts as
we discuss how they’ll use various spaces and what they want to
see (or not see).
I also make sure I know the layout of the home’s interior and
what will constitute prime viewing angles from, for example, a
living room, dining room or kitchen. We’ll also discuss outdoor
living and consider views looking out from patios, garden benches, pool decks, spas and more.
With those issues in mind along with my familiarity with the
characteristics of the plants and structures in a particular landscape, I develop programs that align with what my clients want
– even if it takes them a while to see what that was!

– M.G.
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Around the Side
Shifting from public to private spaces, there’s a secret garden
along one side of the house that features uplighting on sycamores
and vines as well as downlighting from up in the tall trees. The latter mottles the pathways below with a special glow and with interesting, shifting shadow patterns. In addition, two special lights
shine down from above to simulate moonlight.
The payoff for pursuing this path and passing through a gate is
gaining access to a small fountain softly lit from inside the water.
This generates an upward light from within the water that throws
dancing shadow patterns on an adjacent stone wall – but it’s also
supplemented by downlighting that lends interesting accents to the
stone surfaces.
Just to the right of the fountain is a small statue lit from only one
side: This keeps it from competing with the fountain; it also keeps
the light from overwhelming the object itself, instead caressing its
surface in a soft light that accentuates the statue’s character.
Continuing past the fountain, you reach a backyard that dominates views from inside the house (the much-used living and media rooms in particular), so we approached the lighting tasks here
with special care and the goal of drawing observers out to exterior
spaces we’ve deepened and enlarged through the lighting program.
The surrounding oaks are all uplit, with up to nine fixtures on some
of them to enable observers to see their intricate structures. These
are big, beautiful trees – obviously our key after-hours subjects.
Alongside the dimly lit patio is a planter filled with roses. This area,
which is the special passion of the female client, is set up and lit in
ways that call special attention to the flowers when they’re in bloom.
When the plants have leafed out and become covered with flowers,
this is indeed a special space in the overall scheme of things.

Protected Spaces

The path to the secret garden starts well to the right of the front door,
wrapping around the garage, flowing along the fringe of a large lawn
and finally leading to a gate behind which visitors find a small pond and
another garden sculpture. Pretty both day and night, the dramatic core
of the scene after dark is produced by a single, sunken fixture that bathes
the bronze child in a soft light.
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It’s always critical to consider the design from the perspective of activities taking place both inside and outside the house.
If, for example, a lit area is to be situated next to a set of windows, you need to be careful about strong light shining from
outside to in: If you’re not alert, you may end up illuminating spaces in exactly the wrong way.
I’m particularly careful around bedrooms: Obviously,
lights are meant to be on at night, but if they light up a
child’s bedroom or a space favored by a husband or wife
who likes to go to bed early, you don’t want any stray lights
shining into the windows. That’s a sure way to displease
a client and may lead to whole sections of your lighting
plans falling into disuse.

– M.G.
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Down the Path
To the left of the patio is a swimming pool
– already existing when we came on the
property and with its lights on the wrong
side, facing toward the house. (That’s a big
mistake; tips on avoiding it will be the subject of a future article specifically on issues
related to lighting pools and spas.)
Between the pool and the oaks is a low,
backlit hedge that looks as if it’s on fire: The
lights behind it provide a wonderful back-glow,
and the fact that the face of the hedge is in
darkness lends an unusual sense of heat and
depth to the scene – especially since just
about everything else in the yard is front-lit.
Beyond the pool, our eyes are pulled
down to a large lawn that I’ve left deliberately in the dark. I’ve found in many cases – unless you need to delineate a border
or establish a safety zone for a pathway –
that grass is typically best left in low light.
In this case, by leaving much of the space
dark, we create important contrasts that
add drama to the overall setting and enhance the focus on elements bathed in light.
Off to one side, for example, we highlight
an arbor as a focal point worthy of a good,
long look. Here, I’ve used a distinctive framing effect that tells observers there’s something to be seen in that corner of the yard.
Everything in the space is subtle, but it
all comes together as an all-encompassing vignette to which you gain access only
by following the light wherever it leads.
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The large backyard features not only a welcoming pool, a large patio and a rose garden, but also several trees, hedges and planters that truly come
to life when the sun goes down. Consider the arbor and the oak beyond the end of the pool deck: They’re largely lost in the glare during the day, but
at night they are both exceptional visual performers.
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Future Class

Fluid
Dynamics
By Mark Holden
For years, says watershaper and
educator Mark Holden, landscape
architects and watershape contractors have had profound difficulty in communicating about the
way water should appear in given systems – whether it should
flow over a weir, for example, or
how much should spray from a
nozzle and how far. The root of the
problem, he observes, is what he
describes as an addressable lack
of water-defining detail in landscape architects’ drawings.

Who took the water out of watershapes?
That may seem a ridiculous question, but it’s also an obvious one when
you see as many plans as I do – and by
that I mean plans intended to indicate
and initiate the watershaping parts of
a wide variety of projects. Indeed, in
my long experience in running an engineering-oriented firm, I’ve repeatedly been asked by designers to flesh
out their watershape “ideas” (although
in most cases vague inklings would
probably be a more accurate way to describe them) and provide working
drawings that reflect their “thinking.”
In my estimation, more than threequarters of these plans lack any real indication of what the designers expect the
water to do or how they want it to look.
Instead, what I get is the typical overhead
views with the ubiquitous “blue ghosts”
or, in some cases, rudimentary sections
of structures designed to contain water.
It’s left to me to probe and ask questions
and determine what expectations they
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have about how the water is to appear
and what it is to do.
I’ve endured these common plan
shortcomings for more years than I care
to count, always wondering why it is that
landscape architects in particular do not
seem to be able to tell the engineering
and contracting trades what they want
with respect to water’s movement and
its other visual characteristics. It makes
no sense to me that such key elements
of visual programs should be left to
chance by otherwise worthy, welltrained professionals.
These are the same landscape architects who have no problem at all in
specifying every single pipe fitting in an
irrigation system: For some reason,
they just can’t be bothered to provide
information about the most basic component of a watershape – that is, the water itself. And it is increasingly my observation that the problem starts in
school – at the very beginning of these
designers’ careers.

ROOT CAUSES
Indeed, when I set out to design a
curriculum on water for landscape architecture students, I made it one of my
primary goals to address this gap in information and communication. Quite
simply, I think it’s something that any
worthwhile course on watershaping
should address in detail.
That’s why, back in the first installment of this “Future Class” series in
March 2007, I listed (on page 51) a set
of “commandments” landscape architects should follow in preparing plans
for watershapes. One of those directives
has to do with the dynamics of water
and what designers needed to include
in plans so nobody would be surprised
by the results – neither the client nor the
designer.
Following through on that program,
I’ve urged my students to embrace the
idea that the key to effective watershape
design has largely to do with how well
a plan communicates the way water
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moves within a system at what flow
rates, in what volumes and with which
aesthetic ambitions.
If a set of plans lacks quality specifications for these water dynamics, then
the person or firm charged with executing the design will never know for
sure how best to proceed and, short of
taking the initiative to find out for certain the way I do, will be forced to guess.
And the guesswork is far from superficial, as it includes not only final appearances but also the equipment, the
plumbing and even the sizes and shapes
of the vessels themselves.
Experience tells me that, lacking specificity, many engineers and most contractors will get things wrong – at least
so far as the designer’s “vision” is concerned – and that problems invariably
flow from incorrect assumptions. This
disconnect can lead to substantial
change orders as the designer intervenes
to restore the project’s direction – which
in turn leads almost as invariably to unhappy clients and, occasionally, to abandonment of the project.
Because landscape architects are college educated, many assume that they
are authorities when it comes to watershape design. To test this notion, I concluded this year’s construction-class ses-

sion – intended for third-year students
in the program who should have known
a thing or three by then – with a gutcheck on what they’d learned so far in
their “construction education.”
It was simple: I asked each of about
60 of them to draw a construction detail and give me design details I’d need
to engineer and build a watershape.
I wanted to see how many of them
would give me some indication of
what they wanted the water to do, and
about a quarter of them did just that.
The remaining three quarters, however, offered me objects that might hold
water – occasionally with some minor
line work to symbolize water – but
nothing more.
A CLASS APART
I don’t suppose I should have been
surprised that the ratio here among students was the same as the one I’d observed among practicing professionals,
but to say I was disappointed would be
an understatement.
There’s a bitter irony here, because in
the conventional view, watershape design begins with the water: The walls,
weirs, floors, nozzles, edges, rock structures, cisterns and even the plumbing
and the vessel are all designed in support

A

of the desired visual effects and the dynamics of the water itself. By considering the structures first, most of these
budding designers were, in fact, working exactly backwards.
Therein rests the core of the problem
and an explanation for why so many
landscape architects are disappointed
when their designs have actually been
built. Only now, once construction is
well on its way to completion, do they
start commenting on the appearance
and water-dynamics issues – and it’s far
too late because pipes were glued and
concrete applied long ago. Obviously,
this hindsight leaves poor design, unwanted execution and displeased clients
in its wake – outcomes that hurt all of
us professionally.
Of course, I’d been through this same
curriculum years before as a student at
the university at which I now teach, but
I’d pursued the program while working
simultaneously for a pool contractor and
had been charged through that period
with preparing pool and spa designs for
construction.
Even then, I was aggressive enough to
question my college instructors to find
out how much they actually knew about
water. To my dismay, while some of
them had the language down (or some

B

There are certain effects that absolutely require a designer to be familiar with water’s dynamic behavior. In the cacophonous fountain complex seen here (A), for example, designer Lawrence Halprin had to know
what volumes and flow rates would be involved to create the visual
impression he was after before beginning to arrange his monoliths.
Similarly, the designer of this classic water chain (B) had to be familiar with the behavior of water flowing downwards across textured surfaces to keep the water under control.
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A

B

Few of those who haven’t undertaken a large fountain project have any
clear understanding of just how much water must flow to keep certain
effects going. In the case of the oval fountain at Villa d’Este, for example, the back side of the bowl must be fed with a precisely controlled
flow from the cascades above to create the exact ribbons of water we
see at the bowl’s rippled rim (A). Then there’s the villa’s water organ –
about as complete a tour de force of water effects as I’ve ever seen, with
jets of all visual weights, sizes and heights (B) as well as various flows
over weirs and across pools. (All that and music, too.) In these cases, water is the design, and setting these features up with any level of
success required consummate knowledge of water’s dynamics.

of it, anyway), there was only one among
all of them who had any real familiarity with watershape construction – and
he was a contractor as well as a licensed
design professional.
My life’s experience, coupled with the
small exercise to which I’d subjected my
students, leads me to believe beyond
question that there’s a need to improve
the quality of education if we are ever
to change anything about the way landscape architects approach watershaping. To my way of thinking, that improvement will only begin when, in our
classrooms, we place a priority on communicating how water is to behave in
given systems.
We’ve been encouraging students to
look at things backward for years beyond
count. Now’s the time to begin swinging things around and persuading current students and future designers (not
to mention others who read this magazine) to approach these issues from the
right direction.
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CLEAR SOLUTIONS
As big a problem as this may be, the
solution begins with a simple question:
How is any contractor to be expected
to build what you want if you don’t tell
them what it is? In other words, how
can you expect excellence if you don’t
define an expectation for the appearance and performance of the water in
your watershapes?
Providing clarity in these situations involves defining the water’s dynamics. As
discussed in the last article in this series
(“Coming to Terms,” June 2007,page 50),
the language used in watershaping can
be imprecise, and I have little doubt at
this point that the term dynamics is subject to interpretation. Let me take a stand,
however, and say that the term describes
how water acts both visually and audibly – how it behaves when presented to
people who are given the opportunity to
enjoy it.
Yet whatever the terms we use or how
we define them, the simple fact is that

the need to convey basic information
about what we want and how we want
it to appear remains the same. Any designer needs to tell both clients and contractors whether a waterfall will be a
trickle or a torrent, whether it will pass
over a defined weir or move through
crevices as thin, flowing fingers. He or
she needs to be able to explain that a nozzle will shoot a foot into the air or fly 30
times that high – and whether it is to be
a laminar stream or a foaming surge. He
or she must be able to define whether a
flat water surface should be dark and
highly reflective or transparent to reveal
features beneath the waterline.
For simplicity’s sake, let’s break key
characteristics out in ways that define visual distinctions and performance issues
as clearly as possible.
Q Waterfalls and Weirs: All landscape architects need to approach any
weir they see in everyday life and stick a
finger on the edge, pull it away and then
measure approximately how deep the
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water is as it runs over an edge. In time,
this will provide each designer with his
or her own set of references having to
do with what he or she wants to see and
will speed communications with engineers and contractors.
We all need to know what the difference is between an eighth of an inch of
water flowing over an edge and an inch.
There is a drastic visual difference between the two, and knowing what’s up
in these cases empowers the designer to
think and communicate not only about
water volumes,but also about the pumping power needed to carry off each effect.
This all can, of course, get very complicated. The consistency of an edge, for
example, is crucial in determining how
much water it takes to get a clean sheet
of water to fall over an edge with no dry
spots, and the edge’s configuration has
a role to play in determining the texture
of the falling water sheets. Basically, you
need more water And there’s also the
texture of the material over which the
water passes: You need a greater flow of
water to create a sheet flow over a piece
of flagstone than you do over honed
granite to maintain the same appearance
in the water effect.
Now apply what you’ve observed:
When you see a watershape in which an
edge is either over-supplied or starved
for water, you know for certain that the
effect was designed and built with less
concern about the expectations of the
designer and more concern about just
finishing the job. Getting these effects
right takes both precise hydraulic calculation as well as experience, and everyone is better off if a landscape architect defines expectations ahead of time
instead of complaining after the work
is completed.
Q Bowls and Basins: As with weirs, a
bowl’s visual performance when the water flows depends upon how deep the
water is as it flows over the rim. That
seems simple enough, but the fact is that
inexpensive bowls are imprecisely made,
which means it’s often necessary to use
more water to achieve uniform flow all
the way around the bowl.
While most landscape architects take
great care in picking out bowls from various catalogs for their aesthetics, they are
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frequently surprised to learn that huge water flows are needed to achieve the envisioned performance – even with a wellcrafted,precision-honed rim. And if that
bowl has an inconsistent edge, achieving
even flow may require anywhere from seven to ten gallons per minute per foot of
bowl rim. If the bowl is ten feet in diameter (which means an edge that is 31.4159
feet long),the required flow rate could be
as much as 310 gallons per minute!
The significance of that flow is magnified down below: If the basin under

the bowl has a capacity of only a few
hundred gallons, then there will need to
be a separate filtration system along with
a feature pump because of most filters’
low flow rates. This set of potentialities takes a simple-seeming fountain and
makes the project one that requires an
equipment set bigger than those found
on most residential pools.
Performance concerns such as these
are why fountains in commercial settings
end up costing up to six figures when
everyone seems to be expecting some-

The consequences of a designer’s lack of familiarity with water’s behaviors can be aesthetically grim
– as in this case, where plastic “sneeze guards” of the sort you’d see at a salad bar had to be set
up to keep splash-out from creating a slip hazard on the deck adjacent to this stepped fountain.
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The technical issues involved in successful watershape designs may seem simple at first, but making some of them actually happen can prove to
be sublimely challenging. In the case of this small courtyard fountain, for example, it took an elaborate set of hydraulic calculations and installation
of precise on-site control systems to get the flow up through the urn to do no more than wet the entire surface of the urn itself – a trick complicated
dramatically when considerations of surface tension enter the mix. Then that flow had to be factored into the volume and flow needed to wet the
entire perimeter of the basin and push the water toward the slot below.

thing in the very low five figures.
Avoiding such hassles is simply a matter
of thinking things through – and providing landscape architects with the information they need to design fountains
and other watershapes that are economically efficient as well as beautiful.
Q Nozzles and Jets: When effects defy
gravity and water shoots upward, landscape architects have significant choices
to make about how the water looks and
acts during its voyage. Nozzles will send
water straight up, arc it across distances
great or short, or send it sideways and
even downward.
Nozzles can also aerate water into bubbling masses or create tight, laminar
streams that resemble nothing so much
as arching acrylic rods. They can send
water hundreds of feet into the air or up
just a few inches. In combinations, arrays of nozzles can create elaborate sculptural patterns in the centers of large bod56

ies of water – or small, simple patterns
in the most compact of watershapes.
Without offering information about
the physical orientation of these nozzles
and jets; specifics about their locations in
a design; the desired effects; and the distances they are supposed to cover through
the air,the designer leaves a contractor to
guess at all of these characteristics.
None of this, of course, should be
left to chance: The designer needs to
determine nozzle selection, flow rates,
system pressure and pump selection,
not to mention the need to define the
dimensions of the vessel that will capture the moving water. And the issues
aren’t all aesthetic: These details can
be critical in defining and controlling
splash out, in establishing safety for interactive play features, in offering the
ability to light the moving water – and
much, much more.
QWater Surfaces: A flat surface of wa-

ter can take on many different appearances depending on how the movement
of water and the shape and color of the
structures that contain it are defined. If
that surface is meant to reflect surrounding views and structures, for example, it needs to be as still as possible –
a detail significantly complicated if the
design includes arcing border jets that
disturb the surface and disrupt reflections. The same is true for water that is
meant to reveal subsurface structures or
the imagery of tile mosaics.
Even the color of surfacing materials (not to mention the choice of that
material itself) can play a major role
in the water’s appearance: Dark colors tend to be more reflective than light
ones, but there are also significant distinctions between the way an iridescent glass tile influences surface appearance compared to a material that
has no reflective qualities.
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FAR AND WIDE
Everything under discussion here is
about the designer knowing what he or
she wants, thinking through the implications of added details and communicating basic needs and desires to engineers and contractors so all project
elements can come together in ways that
please clients and meet their expectations.
To me, this understanding of the
characteristics of water and the ability
to communicate effectively about desired effects are basic design necessities, points of professionalism that
every designer should embrace in every
generated plan: They cut to the heart
of watershaping as both an art form
and a technical challenge.

If I am blunt in addressing these issues,
recall that my immediate audience is 20year-old students for whom I’m trying to
unstack the deck when it comes to watershaping. My intention is to make them
better prepared to generate plans that inform engineers and contractors and serve
to turn their ideas into actual watershapes.
For those of us who are already
working professionally, the deck is no
less stacked, making it critical for us to
expand our bases of knowledge and
strive to be informed, clear and precise when it comes to envisioning,
specifying and realizing the nature of
desired water effects.
It makes sense – and needs to be
much, much more common.

A

B

The Ears Have It
As suggested in the accompanying text, an observer’s experience of
a watershape is auditory in addition to being visual – a point that must
be taken carefully into account.
An inch of water flowing over any kind of weir, for example, is a visual and audible joy in an open plaza; while it may be no less visually appealing in an enclosed courtyard or next to a bedroom window, in such
close quarters, it can be deafening.
Consider the fountain depicted here, which was set up for a quarter-inch of flow all the way around the rim of the nine-foot-diameter
bowl: My client was overjoyed when our work on it was complete and
we started it up, but by the next morning the smile had become a frown
because the noise in his courtyard had kept him up all night.
Lesson learned: I now know that the sound of moving water can
be a negative experience as well as a positive one and that there are
times when it’s fine to set the volume at ten – and other times when it
needs to be turned down to three.

– M.H.

Even in what seem to be ordinary bowl fountains, getting things right is
seldom as simple as it seems. Controlling the flow from bowl to bowl
can be quite difficult (A), and the equipment needed to drive these substantial water volumes can get very large in a hurry. Of course, there
are alternatives: In another fountain (B), for example, the notches in
the bowl allowed for the use of a smaller volume of water, dramatically simplifying the hydraulics and, in time, aiding the composition’s visual cause by creating interesting patterns on the bowl itself.
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Softly Modern

From concept to completion, this project walked a narrow path between the modernist inclinations of the homeowners and the traditional surroundings in which their
property was situated, notes watershaper and landscape designer Kevin Fleming.
But that stylistic balancing act was easy to manage, he says, compared to executing
the project’s fine details, including walls that seem to float in space, a complex hardscape plan and a seamless all-glass-tile finish.
58
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When used to classify a design style, the term “modern” can carry many meanings. From the soaring, audacious forms of Frank Gehry and the sweeping organic spaces
of John Lautner to the hard rectilinear shapes of Le
Corbusier and the gem-like transparency of Mies van der
Rohe, modernism is truly a broad conceptual umbrella.
That sprawling diversity leaves designers and their clients
with lots of wiggle room to get things done, but even so
there can be challenges – as in the case depicted here, where
the clients’ desire for modernity in exterior design came
into mild conflict with the more traditional architecture of
the home to which they wanted to attach it.
From the start, the clients were adamant: Although their
home had been designed to fit in with the stately, retrospective styles that surrounded it in the rolling terrain of
their portion of Bucks County in Pennsylvania, they had
established clean, modernist lines and furnishings inside
that architectural shell and wanted their backyard to flow
seamlessly from the refined interior spaces.
This left me and my partner in Liquid Design of Cherry
Hill, N.J., David Tisherman, with the prickly challenge of
creating a backyard and watershape that adhered to contemporary themes, but in a subtle way that didn’t seem out
of place in less-than-modernist surroundings. The result
is a distinctly modern design that diverges from the usual
pattern in a number of interesting and significant ways.

To Good Use

By Kevin Fleming
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As is the case with many high-level watershape/landscape
projects, we worked as part of a project team that included
the homebuilder,an interior designer and the homeowners
themselves,who were deeply involved in every detail. From
start to finish,there was a high level of cooperation and give
and take; there were also some challenges and frustrations,
but the outcome is a set of indoor and outdoor spaces that
came together magnificently.
There was also a specific challenge posed by the topography, but even that turned out to be a significant design
asset. The entire property slopes upward from the street
to the back of the lot. The house and backyard area had
been established by flattening a pad in the center, leaving
a steep slope that rises as a wonderful backdrop from the
back of the pad to the top of the property.
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The clients wanted a vanishing-edge
pool, despite the fact that the slope eliminated the possibility of incorporating a
distant view. But they would not be
swayed from that idea, so we had to find
a way to make it work.
We started by raising the pool out of
the ground by 18 inches on the side closest to the house. This is how we would
have handled the design in a more typical situation in which the far edge would
fall away into a view, but in this case we
elected to cut off the view by inserting a
series of retaining walls on the far side,
positioning them directly atop the outside wall of the vanishing-edge trough.
These walls were to hold back the slope
and would also enable us to increase the
area of flat space we had available for use.
In visual terms, the idea was that the
edge would appear to flow over against
the walls – which, of course, would attract a great deal of attention and thus
put a premium on making the walls worthy of scrutiny. To do so, we planned a
system of staggered,offset,sectional walls
that were to seem to float on air.
The design is loosely based on the expressive masterworks of legendary
Mexican architects Luis Barragan and
Ricardo Legorreta – both famous for designs featuring spectacular treatments
of vertical planes. They’ve always been
major influences for us at Liquid Design,
but in this particular case, we shied away
from their tendency to use daringly
bright colors, instead deciding to work
with earth tones as a first step toward
softening the project’s modernist edges.
As envisioned, this system of modular retaining walls would become a sculptural statement and would, in effect, become the view we needed to make the
vanishing-edge effect work visually.
Moreover, an extension of the walls to
one side of the pool would serve a completely practical purpose, functioning as
a privacy wall to conceal views into the
yard from next door.

Careful Weaving

The steep slope led us to use the back wall
of the pool both for soil retention and as an
unusual backdrop for a vanishing-edge effect. The complexity of the framing for that
wall meant we had to shoot the dam wall
for the vanishing edge in a second pass after the trough was complete. The trough
itself extends past the edge wall in both directions, giving us the opportunity to light
the entire span of the wall from below the
water’s surface.

As a key part of the program, our
clients also wanted a large outdoor entertainment/cooking/dining area to accommodate frequent gatherings of family, friends and business associates.
60
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We set this area up on the opposite side
of the pool from the privacy wall, establishing a large split-level deck with one level on grade with the house and the other
flush with the top of the pool. These areas
are connected by a set of broad steps,a circular planter and a barbecue area that serve
as transitional points between levels.
The retaining-wall system extends
nearly the full width of the property, so
it reaches approximately 40 feet beyond
the extent of the 60-foot-long, 20-footwide pool. To integrate the look, we extended the trough beyond the end of the
pool along the far side of the upper-deck
area – yet another variation on the typical approach to vanishing-edge designs.
This extension enabled us to uplight
the entire wall from fixtures placed in
the trough below the waterline, thus
creating a consistent impression along
the full visible length of the wall. In
shining up through the water, the light
moves and appears to caress the wall’s
surfaces – another measure we used to
soften the modern appearance of the
design with an eye-catching effect.
We placed a large spa inside the pool
at the end next to the entertainment area,
flanking it with a thermal ledge. At this
same spot on the outside of the raised
pool wall, a set of steps between the upper and lower decks extend some 20 feet
along a portion of the side of the pool
near the house.
All of this works to create both visual and “social” transitions between water and deck: Someone sitting in the spa
or lounging on the thermal ledge can
easily converse with those outside the
water. Extending this social area, we ran
a combination of steps and benches the
full length of the pool so that those sitting in the water can engage in comAlthough they actually form a continuous
barrier, the staggering of the walls and
the small offsets we used where different
panels meet give the impression that the
walls are entirely separate from one another. In addition, the slight cantilever of
the finished walls over the trough wall
make it appear as though the wall sections are floating on the water.
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fortable conversation with those who
choose to stay dry.
As mentioned above, a circular planter
and a barbecue area serve as additional visual transitions from level to level, weaving structures and spaces into a single composition. The interior designer took care
of the barbecue structure and did a fine
job (with the rest of the design team’s support) of integrating what can be highly intrusive elements into the overall design.

Tricky Forming
By far the most challenging aspect of
construction had to do with the retaining walls.
To support them, we shot the outside
wall of the trough to a level two feet
above the shallow section of the pool
floor, then eventually tied the walls
(which were to be made with concrete
blocks) directly into the pool structure.
Because the trough is part of the pool’s
monolithic structure, from an engineering standpoint, the entire pool now
acts as a structural footing for the retaining walls. That may sound straightforward, but the walls were to be staggered in this case, which meant we had
to prepare extremely complex forms to
create the multiple right angles needed to make the system work visually.
This staggered design is one of three
tricks we used to give the walls their floating-panel appearance. Also contributing
to the effect is the fact that the small sections of wall that run perpendicular to
the pool’s edge (while connecting the wall
sections) are recessed several inches behind the end of each panel. We painted
those hidden walls black, thereby creatThe glass-tile blend chosen as the interior finish for the watershapes offers an excellent complement to the soft earth tones
of the walls, coping and deck, but when
the glass catches the light, the tile field
reveals an inner iridescence that draws
the eye right to the water. To minimize any
visual compromises with that glistening
finish, we not only finished drain covers
and other penetrations with tile, but also
aligned all of the grout lines for an obstruction-free look.
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Modern All the Way
Although the visual design of the
project described in the accompanying text is a step back from true modernism, the equipment used to drive
the watershapes (supplied through
Hachik Distributors of Aston, Pa.) is
strictly state of the art – all in keeping
with the clients’ desire to have the very
best components available to maximize energy efficiency, functionality
and control.
We placed the equipment area behind a set of walls beyond the large
deck area. Even though the area is
open to the air, the system is so unobtrusive that our clients and their
guests are hardly aware of its presence:
They can’t see it, of course, but it’s also
so quiet it can barely be heard, even
when everything is running.
There are six pumps in all to run separate equipment sets and filtration systems for the spa and pool as well as the
vanishing edge and the spouts that
emerge from the privacy wall. All of the
pumps are variable-speed-drive units
from Pentair Water Pool & Spa (Sanford,
N.C.) that have been programmed to
maximize energy efficiency and reduce
noise. Pentair also provided the latest
incarnation of its IntelliTouch control system, which features touch screens inside the house as well as PDA remotes
that can be used from just about anywhere around the property.
The thoroughly modern equipment
pad also includes multimedia filters produced by Sta-Rite (Delavan, Wis.) to
create beautifully polished water heated by high-efficiency heaters from
Jandy (Petaluma, Calif.). There’s also a
saltwater chlorine system from Pentair.

– K.F.
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ing an all-day shadow effect in the spaces between wall sections.
The clincher in forming the floating impression is the fact that
the blocks comprising the walls are slightly cantilevered over the
inside edge of the trough wall: Not only does this mask the transition between the pool’s glass-tile finish and the plaster of the
wall, but it also creates a shadow line that seems to mark a physical separation between the wall and the structure below.
We established these offsets in accordance with the basic design principle that says whenever you have two flat surfaces
coming together, they shouldn’t meet on exactly the same plane.
Doing so hides the lines created by material transitions and
adds a great deal of visual interest.
Our forming was complicated because we were working in solid bedrock: This meant we had to over-excavate and install a completely freestanding system of forms. Given the complexity of
those forms – and especially those on the trough wall – we decided to shoot the entire structure without the vanishing-edge
dam wall. We stubbed out steel at that wall’s location, formed it
once the gunite had set up,then came back,set the forms and steel
for the dam wall and shot it in a second pass.

Taking Shape
The pool itself is relatively shallow from end to end – threeand-a-half-feet deep by the spa and thermal ledge, gently sloping to five-and-a-half-feet deep at the center then rising to fourand-a-half-feet deep by the privacy wall.
All-shallow pools such as this one are unusual in the north64

The finished project is distinctly modern and linear, but the
hard edges have been considerably softened through careful selection of colors, materials, textures and finishes – precisely what the clients were after in their thoroughly transformed backyard.
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Special Effect
One of the most distinctive details on this entire project takes
the form of the subtle set of spillways located in the lower right
corner of the privacy wall. These spouts were designed by my
partner, David Tisherman, and take a form appropriately known
as “Tishways.”
In the project, he used a single, three-by-one-inch spillway
flanked by five one-inch-square units to create the sort of asymmetrical balance found in many modernist designs. Each spout
has its own fiberoptic lighting element to give the effect a softly
colored glow at night.

– K.F.

precisely with the lines around them in the pool and spa. We
also used colored, flush-mounted fittings for the return and
suction lines and for the spa jets. The idea is that everything
disappears into the tile surface, giving the inside of the pool an
uninterrupted, uniform appearance.

Fine Details

east, where the vast majority of clients still want a deep end.
It’s our feeling (and a particular crusade of my partner’s, as
he’s discussed many times in his columns and features in
WaterShapes) that a deep end is more a convention than a necessity and really serves only those who want to dive – something that was not on these clients’ must-have list.
This lack of diving depth isn’t the only thing about this project
that deviates from convention: Where the style we were using and
the impressions we were making would typically call out for brightly colored, attention-grabbing walls in the spirit of Barragan and
Legorreta,we chose instead to soften the overall look through careful selection of materials,finishes and,as mentioned above,colors.
Starting inside the watershapes, we went with an all-glasstile finish supplied by Sicis, an Italian manufacturer. My partner worked up several blends using three different types of
tile and presented them to our clients on sample boards to help
them visualize a range of possibilities. The blend they selected
included mostly beiges and browns, with a few grape-purple
pieces mixed into the blend.
The purple was crucial in this case, because we know from experience that when it interacts visually with those other colors and
the blue sky, it ultimately gives the water’s surface a greenish tint.
Moreover, these particular tiles have a beautiful iridescent quality
that adds to the shimmering quality of the water’s surface.
Not wanting to disrupt this gorgeous tile finish with drain
covers and fittings, we ordered custom-made anti-vortex drain
covers finished with tile – all set up so their grout joints aligned
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As various project elements came together, we found ourselves dealing simultaneously with a mountain of additional
details that needed our attention.
The pool’s coping, decking and steps, for example, are a
beautiful Greek Travertine that picks up the lighter side of our
color palette with pale beige and cream colors. The coping
and steps are heavy, two-inch-thick slabs for durability and
visual weight, while the decking is thinner and was set in a
simple offset pattern. The step treads are a generous 16 inches wide, lending an air of comfort and ease to the transition
between deck levels.
The circular planter is also finished in Travertine. To avoid the
jarring appearance of using straight pieces to create curves, we
special-ordered radius-cut pieces for the vertical walls and the
coping, achieving a refined look that would have been impossible to attain without a great deal of precision in installation.
Finally, the all-important retaining walls were finished in a
special Venetian stucco that has a subtly mottled appearance
as well as a rough texture that gives the walls something of an
Old World feeling atypical of modernist designs. We also chose
this texture because we knew how brilliantly the light would
dance on the wall surfaces once the sun went down.
In the end,everyone on the design team (including the clients)
were satisfied that the pool and entertainment areas hit all the
right notes when it came to harmonizing the modernist looks
of the interior and exterior spaces – all without clashing too profoundly with the home’s more traditional architecture.
In making everything work together, materials and colors
were critical: They enabled us to soften the geometry of the
pool and hardscape and find what the clients see as just the
right balance between their design sensibilities and the prevailing tastes of their neighborhood.
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How Good Do You Want to Be?
NEW & EXPANDED!

Pool & Watershape
Construction School
October 17-20, 2007
Boston, Massachusetts

Landscape Lighting
School
Sept. 30-Oct. 4, 2007
Troy, New York
Come spend five days and nights
with world-renowned lighting designer Janet Lennox Moyer and associates
to learn all about the art of lighting
exterior spaces.
Structured to familiarize participants with what’s needed to develop
and achieve a number of lighting
effects in their own projects, the
intensive program will include technical information and an introduction
to lighting-design concepts as well as
design workshops and five nights of
hands-on exploration of lighting techniques.
The school will be held at Janet
Lennox Moyer’s all-new studio in Troy
— with convenient access via the airport in Albany, New York. Program
cost: $4,200 with hotel, $3,500 without; meals and course materials
included.

In keeping with our mission of
advancing education on a global level,
we are pleased to offer our newly
expanded, three-day Genesis 3 Pool &
Watershape Construction School as
the latest component in our designcertification program.
The school’s curriculum covers plan
review, excavation, layout, soil and
drainage, steel placement, plumbing,
utilities, gunite, tile and coping, decks
and drainage, plaster and start-up and
includes the Genesis 3 Edge Program
as well as a key roundtable discussion.
All sessions are taught by top-flight
tradespeople, designers and engineers
from the watershaping industry and
beyond.
Program cost (four nights at the
Hyatt Harborside, meals and course
materials included): $3,400 with hotel,
2,280 without. (Spouses will be welcome for an additional fee of $1,250.)

AQUA Show/Genesis 3
Design Studio
November 12-16,
2007
Las Vegas, Nevada
Since 2004, Genesis 3 has participated
in an alliance with organizers of the AQUA
Show, held annually in Las Vegas. For 2007,
we will be expanding our educational role
at the show — now owned by Hanley
Wood — offering accredited, 20-hour programs in the elements of design, measured
perspective, fountains and waterfeatures,
the history of architecture and color theory as well as two new 20-hour courses being offered for the first time on architectural plan and section drawing and on
using markers as drawing tools.
In addition, shorter seminars and presentations will be offered by top instructors including Anthony Archer Wills, David
Duensing and Greg Andrews on topics
ranging from hydraulics and pond construction to garden styles, landscape design and
fire and water effects.
New short courses this year will cover
the art of creating world-class hardscape
for water environments and engineering
related to the proper use of steel.There
will also be a new and expanded seminar
on water-in-transit systems.Visit the show
website at www.aquashow.com.

Visit our web site: www.genesis3.com
Founded by: David Tisherman, Skip Phillips and Brian Van Bower
(615) 907-1274 / Toll Free: (877) 513-5800 / FAX: (615) 907-7338 / www.genesis3.com / lisa@genesis3.com
Genesis 3 is proudly sponsored by Aqua Show/Hanley Wood, Jandy, Pentair, Aquamatic, Pebbletec,
Sta-Rite, SonarGuard, Aqua Magazine, AutoPilot/AquaCal, Cactus Stone & Tile and WaterShapes.
GENESIS 3 - THE INTERNATIONAL FORUM FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR WATERSHAPE DESIGNERS
Circle 16 on Postage Free Card

OF INTEREST

The following information has been provided to WaterShapes by product suppliers. To find out
how to contact these companies, look for the Product Information Card located on page 66.

FIRE FEATURE
Circle 135 on Reader Service Card
HADDONSTONE USA offers the Highland Fire
Pit to enhance outdoor living once the sun goes
down. Designed to lend a unique focal point to
a patio or pool area, the units – 17 inches tall
with 40-inch diameters – are made from cast
limestone, can be set up with either manual or automatic natural gas
ignitions and come in five colors: white, beige, terracotta, coade and
slate. Haddonstone USA, Bellmawr, NJ.

CERAMIC TILE
Circle 136 on Reader Service Card
TOPANGA ART TILE offers custom, handmade porcelain tiles fired with hand-painted glazes using a variety of techniques including raised-line designs and/or
images. Often used in unique, highly detailed murals
brought to life with bright colors and detailed textures,
the tiles come in a wide range of styles and can be used
in and out of the water in a range of indoor and outdoor
settings. Topanga Art Tile, Topanga, CA.

OUTDOOR LIGHTING CATALOG
Circle 137 on Reader Service Card
SPJ LIGHTING has published a catalog on its line of solid brass, solid copper and stainless steel lighting fixtures and accessories. The 96-page, full-color booklet
covers new products and path, walkway, directional, inground and task lighting as well as transformers, lamps,
underwater lighting, Craftsman-style fixtures, speaker
systems, lanterns, finish options, demonstration kits and more. SPJ
Lighting, South El Monte, CA.

J OINT SEALANT
Circle 139 on Reader Service Card
DECK-O-SEAL offers a two-part, polysulfide-based joint sealant designed for use
with pools and decks. The premium-grade,
pourable, self-leveling product comes in
white, gray and tan colors, is non-staining and cures at ambient temperatures to
form a firm, flexible, tear-resistant rubber. The resulting joint resists
most chemicals and all weather conditions and has excellent recovery
characteristics. Deck-O-Seal, Hampshire, IL.

POND NETTING
Circle 141 on Reader Service Card
EASYPRO POND PRODUCTS has introduced a new format of heavy-duty netting
for covering ponds and streams. Made
from polyethylene in a 3/4-inch mesh, the
material is available in 10-, 20- and 30-footwide rolls in 100-foot lengths. The installer
cuts material of the desired width to the right length for maximum
on-site flexibility – and years of performance with no rips or tears.
EasyPro Pond Products, Grant, MI.

FOUNTAIN TANK
Circle 138 on Reader Service Card
AQUASCAPE has introduced the AquaBasin, a
black, high-density polyethylene tank designed
to store water for decorative fountains.
Featuring double-wall construction and an octagonal shape that allows for maximum
strength when it is installed and back filled into
place, the unit holds 75 gallons of water and has a recess for safe, stable
support of stone fountains, bubbling pots or columns. Aquascape, St.
Charles, IL.

UV DISINFECTION SYSTEM
Circle 140 on Reader Service Card
ADVANCED CONTROL LOGIX offers Water
Dynamix, a new, high-intensity, medium-pressure UV disinfection system made specifically for pools and spas. Designed to eliminate
chloramines from the water without use of additional chemicals, the economical device uses
only ultraviolet radiation to disinfect without
any undesirable colors, odors, tastes or extra
chemicals. Advanced Control Logix, Colfax, CA.

DECORATIVE CONCRETE CATALOG
Circle 142 on Reader Service Card
BRICKFORM has published its 2007 guide to its
architectural concrete products and materials. The
48-page, full-color booklet offers complete access
to texturing mats and coloring systems and places
emphasis on sophisticated stamping patterns and
coloring techniques. There’s also information on
resurfacing and sealing, accessories, finishing aids
and maintenance systems. Brickform, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA.
Continued on page 70
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Circle 36 on Postage Free Card

OF INTEREST
PUMP VAULT
Circle 143 on Reader Service Card
ATLANTIC WATER GARDENS has introduced the
Model PV2300 pump vault. Offering more than six
cubic feet of internal space to accommodate larger
pumps with flow rates up to 15,000 gph, the heavyduty unit features an 18-inch opening for easy access to pump and plumbing and can accommodate
a variety of configurations with a full range of standard and customizable ports. Atlantic Water Gardens, Mantua, OH.

DRILLING SYSTEM
Circle 145 on Reader Service Card
CHARLES MACHINE WORKS has introduced Ditch Witch JT922, a horizontal directional drill that is easy to transport, highly maneuverable, easy to operate, and easy
to maintain. A full foot shorter than its nearest competitor, the device
is set up to operate in tight spaces such as backyards and includes advanced features such as a heavy-duty anchor system and open-top vise
wrenches. Charles Machine Works, Perry, OK.

FORCED AIR HEATERS
Circle 147 on Reader Service Card
DESA has introduced the Pro-Tough line of portable,
forced-air propane heaters. Designed to keep key areas
of construction sites warm when the weather turns cold,
the rugged, quiet-running devices spread instant, efficient heat that allows for worker comfort and efficient tool operation. The units have
easy-to-use, top-mounted controls and adjustable-height footings to
provide spot heating. DESA, Bowling Green, KY.

UNDERWATER LIGHTS
Circle 149 on Reader Service Card
HYDREL has introduced the 4426 series of underwater LED lighting products. The 60-watt
swimming pool and fountain luminaires combine rugged construction with superior LED performance and are available in monochromatic
LED and RGB LED arrays to create controlled dynamic color in the four-channel DMX system, which can be used to
control up to 128 fixtures per control console. Hydrel, Sylmar, CA.

POOL-WALL BRUSH
Circle 144 on Reader Service Card
GABCO PRODUCTS offers the Wall Whale, a onehanded pool-brushing system designed to let the
water do the work and help the operator avoid skipping and the need to rebrush the same areas over
again. A tail attached to the head pushes the brush
to the wall with as much as ten times the force of
tailless brushes, then flips during the upstroke to release the brush
from the wall. GABco Products, Keller, TX.

POOL/ SPA ENCLOSURES
Circle 146 on Reader Service Card
CCSI INTERNATIONAL has published literature
on its line of Garden Prairie pool and spa enclosures. The two-sided, full-color sheet features a
photograph of the product on the front along with
general specifications on the back covering the
aluminum frame system, roof glazing, glass options, electrical and manual opening systems,
engineering and installation services and more.
CCSI International, Garden Prairie, IL.

OUTDOOR LIGHTING
Circle 148 on Reader Service Card
SAVIO ENGINEERING introduces the Radiance
line of lighting fixtures for exterior applications.
The LED models can be added as accents in or
out of the water, emit almost no heat, are incredibly energy efficient and deliver remarkable
brightness. The submersible halogen models offer more intense illumination while providing dramatic lighting for waterfalls, ponds and landscapes. Savio Engineering, Albuquerque, NM.

ABRASIVE BLADES
Circle 150 on Reader Service Card
VERMONT AMERICAN has introduced the
Diamond series of abrasive saw blades.
Designed to provide faster, smoother and more
consistent cuts in angle grinders or wet saws,
the line includes 14 blades in diameters ranging
from 4 to 10 inches for use in a range of masonry- and tile-cutting applications. The longlasting blades come with segmented, turbo or continuous-rim edges.
Vermont American, Mount Prospect, IL.
Continued on page 72
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Circle 110 on Postage Free Card

OF INTEREST
CHEMICAL CONTROLLER

PONDLESS WATERFALLS

Circle 151 on Reader Service Card
ACU-TROL PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS offers
Absorb-It, a mass-transfer absorption system that automates and increases the efficiency of carbon dioxide delivery. Designed for easy and efficient pH control while reducing overall CO2 consumption, the new unit allows pools
and spas to operate at lower pH levels and even reduces
alkalinity buildup. Acu-Trol Programmable Controllers,
Auburn, CA.

Circle 152 on Reader Service Card
UNIVERSAL ROCKS has introduced three new pondless waterfall units. Lightweight, easy to move, durable
and environmentally friendly, the self-contained systems have been designed for long-term performance
in normal climate conditions. Their natural looks are enhanced by the
fact that they support algae growth, and they weather in much the same
way as natural rocks. Universal Rocks, Sydney, Australia.

POOL LIGHT

POND PUMPS

Circle 153 on Reader Service Card
PENTAIR WATER POOL & SPA has introduced IntelliBrite, a color-changing underwater LED light. Designed for energy-efficiency, lifetime value, quality of light and high
performance using the company’s control
systems, the fixture comes with seven preprogrammed color shows and has a reflector that casts evenly distributed, exceptionally bright light with no glare or hot spots. Pentair Water
Pool & Spa, Sanford, NC.

Circle 154 on Reader Service Card
DANNER MANUFACTURING has added four pumps to
its Pondmaster HY-Drive series. Now covering the range
from 1,600 gallons up to 6,000 gallons per hour, each of
the seven pumps in the fish-safe, energy-efficient, super-quiet line is designed for continuous use, and all of
them feature a unique motor combining the best of magnetic-drive and direct-drive pump technology. Danner
Manufacturing, Islandia, NY.

ATTENTION ALL READERS!
Many of you have asked why you need to fill out subscription
cards if no information about your business has changed.
Here’s why:
We are required by the U.S. Postal Service and the Bureau of Publication
Audits to be able to prove, with your signature on a card, that you asked to
receive the magazine and that you are a watershaper.
If we don’t hear from you once each year, you run the risk of being cut off our subscriber list. And it can
happen even if you have received every issue we’ve ever published.
This is important, so take a minute once each year to complete one of the subscription card we include in
every issue of the magazine and mail it to us. Thanks!
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SKID-STEER LOADERS

TILE-HOLDING SYSTEM

Circle 155 on Reader Service Card

Circle 156 on Reader Service Card

CATERPILLAR has introduced four C-Series
skid-steer loaders. Designed for big performance in compact packages, the units come
in both vertical- and radial-lift configurations
and deliver smooth operation, high productivity, greater lift and tilt forces and high working visibility and levels
of operator comfort with optional features including sealed, pressurized cabs and air-suspension seats. Caterpillar, Peoria, IL.

QUAKER PLASTIC has introduced a ceramic tile/coping system that allows for the installation of real tile on vinyl-liner pools and
spas. In the system, genuine tiles are inserted
into a holder that sits atop the liner in a simple process that requires neither grout nor
glue. Available in 6-foot lengths in cases spanning 120 feet, the product installs easily atop the pool wall – and inserting tiles is easy, too.
Quaker Plastic, Mountville, PA.

DECK-TOP FIRE

CONCRETE SAW

Circle 157 on Reader Service Card

Circle 158 on Reader Service Card

NAPOLEON offers Patioflame,
a campfire-style burner-and-log
set designed to deliver comfort
and extend the use of outdoor
spaces. The unit, which features all-stainless-steel construction, is totally weather-resistant and operates on either propane or natural gas,
sets up easily on a patio or wooden deck and radiates 60,000 Btus of
heat using a patented, five-piece set of ceramic logs. Napoleon, Barrie,
Ontario, Canada.

STOW Offers the Mini-Cutter concrete saw.
Designed for light operations in cured concrete
and asphalt, the lightweight, portable, singleoperator device has a 10-inch blade capacity for
adjustable cuts at depths up to 3-1/4 inches.
It also features a V-notch roller wheel front pointer, a center-oriented blade for accurate cutting
and a rear pointer that drops down into the cut to ensure
straight-line cutting. Stow, Carson, CA.

ARE YOU CONSTANTLY
BACKWASHING YOUR
CLOGGED SAND FILTER?
• Perma-Beads™ replace sand in any sand filter
• Perma-Beads™ eliminate clogging and channeling
• Proven over 20 years in thousands of filters
• Superb water quality in any sand filter
• Complete systems available
• Free system-design services
Advanced Aquaculture Systems, Inc.
4509 Hickory Creek Lane, Brandon, FL 33511
(800) 994-7599 • (813) 653-2823
www.perma-bead.com • advaqu@aol.com

Circle 74 on Postage Free Card

Need more
information?

Use the
Reader
Service Card
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book notes
By Mike Farley

The View East

F

or a long time now, I’ve been dismayed by what I see when certain of my
fellow watershapers attempt to incorporate “natural”elements into their
pool designs. The ubiquitous piles of rocks and the odd grottos slapped onto
the ends of freeform pools are so common I can only conclude that too few
of us know any better.
This has led me to seek out design guidance that can teach us all how to
do a better job of representing nature in our work – a quest that inevitably
brought me to books on Japanese gardens. What I’ve found here is a tradition filled with concepts that transcends cultural boundaries and can easily be
applied to projects in any number of styles or settings.
It’s all about the disciplined and detailed use of stone, organic forms and
layered views as well as the strategic use of plant material and a range of watershapes – principles we should be using in our work in the here and now.
In fact, although I’m not given to making such sweeping statements, I am comfortable in saying that every watershaper should study the Japanese garden
tradition. I’ve never been to Japan, but taking a trip there to learn more about
this wonderful design sensibility has moved to the top of my list of professional priorities.
Short of hopping on a plane to cross the Pacific, let me recommend a book
highlighting the work of a master practitioner of the art: Ten Landscapes, written by landscape architect and Buddhist priest Shunmyo Nasuno (Rockport
Publishing, 1999). This compact, 106-page book stands among scores of other titles on the subject, but I believe this one does a particularly fine job of
demonstrating the precision, subtlety and broad applicability of the princi-
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ples of Japanese garden design.
Nasuno has been creating large and small garden spaces across an amazingly wide range of
settings since 1975 – everywhere from condominiums and office parks to residences and, in
one case,a golf course in Scotland. Many of these
works are not “Japanese gardens” in anything
approaching the traditional sense, but they all
exhibit the way these design principles can be
applied universally.
The great strength of this book from a designer’s perspective is the detailed way in which
Nasuno shares his method of work, from conceptual sketches, detailed drawings of extremely small details and plan views through to construction photos and beautiful images of the
finished work. Through it all, he offers pertinent, insightful access to the ways he brings his
background in Japanese garden design to bear
in each situation.
Every project has a watershape of some kind
– or at least a representation of one in the form
of a dry streambed – but there are no swimming
pools. Even so, his work is so powerful and the
coverage so on point that I didn’t see that omission as being a problem. His method of detailing the rockwork in a waterfall, for example, is
so precise that we’re able to see both why and
how he’s so capable of artistically representing
nature in controlled, effective ways.
Whether you pick up this book or any of the
many other treatments of this topic, I believe
this is where we need to start when it comes
to infusing our work with natural details that
ring true. WS

Mike Farley is a landscape architect with more than
20 years of experience and is currently a designer/project manager for Claffey Pools in Southlake,
Texas. A graduate of Genesis 3’s Level I Design School,
he holds a degree in landscape architecture from
Texas Tech University and has worked as a watershaper in both California and Texas.
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